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國立政治大學研究所碩士論文提要 

研究所別：語言學研究所 

論文名稱：漢語兒童在同儕對話中的請求策略 

指導教授：黃瓊之 博士 

研究生：郭妍伶 

論文提要內容： 

 本篇論文目的在探討兒童在同儕對話中所使用的請求言語行為，研究問題如

下：1.在同儕對話中，兒童採用哪些請求策略？、2.兒童使用哪些稱呼語(alerter)
和修飾語(modification)來調整他們的請求言語行為?。研究語料來自兩人一組的

兒童在玩耍時的對話，兒童的年紀在四歲三個月到五歲六個月之間(平均年齡為

五歲三個月)。本研究主要採用 Blum-Kulka 等人的請求言語行為策略分類，包含

中心行為策略(head act)、稱呼語(alerter）、修飾語(modification)三個部分。研究

結果發現，在中心行為策略的三個策略中—直接請求、規約性間接請求、和非規

約性間接請求，兒童使用較多的直接請求策略，特別是祈使語態句 (mood 
derivable)，顯示出兒童在同儕互動中傾向使用直接且有效力的請求策略。研究結

果也發現兒童會使用稱呼語和修飾語來調整請求言語行為；在稱呼語方面，兒童

使用了呼喚語(vocative)和名字(name)這兩種表親密的稱呼語來吸引同儕的注意，

顯示出兒童不只能判斷對話者的注意力，也知道他們與同儕之間的對等、親近關

係；在修飾語方面，兒童使用較多的緩和修飾語(mitigating modifiers)，而在所有

修飾語中，兒童最常使用的三種分別為語氣弱化詞(downtoner)、 原因解釋

(grounder)、強化詞(intensifier)，另外，我們也發現到兒童有時會使用兩種以上的

修飾語在單一個請求行為中，從兒童使用的各種修飾語結果顯示，兒童在做請求

時，能考量不同情況和跟同儕間的關係來調整請求言語行為。本研究對於漢語兒

童在同儕互動中的請求言語行為的使用，不僅顯示出他們的溝通技巧與語用能力，

也反映出同儕互動的特性。 
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Abstract 

 The purpose of this study is to explore preschool children’s performance of 
requests in peer talk. We aim to investigate what request strategies children employ 
when interacting with peers and how children adjust their requests with alerters and 
modifications. The data analyzed were the natural conversations produced by dyads of 
children aged from 4;3 to 5;6 (mean age: 5;3). The analytical framework adopted in 
this study is mainly based on the categorization of Blum-Kulka et al. (1989), 
including the three components of head act, alerter, and modification. The results 
show that among direct request, conventionally indirect request and 
non-conventionally indirect request, children employed more direct request strategies, 
especially mood derivable. It reveals that children’s requests tend to be direct in 
interactions with peers as the use of direct requests is more effective to attain 
compliance. In addition, children were found to use alerters and modifications on 
some occasions to get attention and to lessen or aggravate the request force. There 
were two types of alerters used by the children, which were name and vocative, and 
vocative was used more frequently than name. The children’s use of the two intimate 
alerters indicates that not only can children assess the focus of their interlocutors’ 
attention, but also that they are aware of their equal and close relationships with their 
peers. Regarding the use of modifications, it was found that children used more 
mitigating modifiers than aggravating modifiers, and that the children used downtoner, 
grounder, and intensifier more frequently among the modifiers. Moreover, although 
the children commonly used one request with one modifier, there were some cases 
where the children used more than one modifier in one request. The diversity in the 
use of modified requests reveals the children’s sensitivity to the situations in which 
they and their peers are engaged, and their consideration for the maintenance of 
interpersonal relationships. It is concluded that Mandarin-speaking children’s use of 
requests not only demonstrates their communicative skills and pragmatic competence, 
but also reflects the nature of peer interactions.  

viii 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation and Purpose 

Language plays an important role in our lives. As a tool of communication, we 

can use it to negotiate, debate, express, narrate, and so forth. It is a vital way of 

interacting with people around us, as without it we can’t communicate with people. At 

the moment children are born, they are already immersed in an environment 

surrounded by language and keep receiving language input. As Tomasello (1992) 

stated that “[l]anguage is social behavior” (p. 67), it is important for children to 

acquire the ability to use language properly in social situations so that they can 

successfully integrate into society and interact with people. In other words, they need 

to acquire not only linguistic competence but also communicative competence.  

According to Hymes’s (1972) notion of communicative competence, it is stated 

that “… a normal child acquires knowledge of sentences not only as grammatical, but 

also as appropriate. He or she acquires competence as to when to speak, when not, 

and as to what to talk about with whom, when, where, in what manner” (p.277). To 

clarify, children should acquire social rules for appropriate language use and be able 

to apply the rules to make whatever adjustments are necessary according to contextual 

demands (Widdowson, 1989, p.135). Further, Canale & Swain (1980) considered 

communicative competence as a mediator which refers to the relationship between 

grammatical competence and the sociolinguistic competence, and they proposed that 

pragmatic competence is an important component in communicative competence. 

They identified pragmatic competence as sociolinguistic competence and defined it as 

the knowledge of contextually appropriate language use. Afterward, Canale (1988) 

1 
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further added that pragmatic competence includes “illocutionary competence, or the 

knowledge of the pragmatic conventions for performing acceptable language 

functions, and sociolinguistic competence, or knowledge of the sociolinguistic 

conventions for performing language functions appropriately in a given context” 

(p.90). In brief, to be a competent communicator requires children to acquire the 

grammar of the language, social knowledge of interpersonal relationships, and social 

conventions in contexts.  

One of the major fields of study in communicative competence is the speech act, 

and the researchers have suggested that speech acts are interwoven with pragmatics 

because people usually do other things with words than merely convey information 

(Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969). Thus, it is believed that examining children’s speech act 

performance can uncover the nature of the social implications of language and 

pragmatic competence. The research on children’s communicative competence has 

been widely conducted in terms of the ways they perform speech acts, especially 

requests. Request, a subcategory of directives, refers to “attempts … by the speaker to 

get the hearer to do something” (Searle, 1976, p.11). When the speaker makes a 

request, he/she conveys the request intent, that is, the want of the hearer to accomplish 

their intended request goal. Leech (1983) further pointed out that requests are 

impositives because they can put a burden on the hearers and thus can easily cause 

conflicts. Moreover, as noted by Ervin-Tripp (1977), there are frequent occurrences of 

requests in the speech of children at all ages, and children at early age are able to 

make requests by various linguistic means. The literature reviewed above thus implies 

that we can have a better understanding of children’s communicative skills as well as 

their pragmatic or sociolinguistic competence by exploring their use of requests. 

Many studies have been conducted on children’s performance of requests 

(Ervin-Tripp, 1976, 1977; Ervin-Tripp & Gordon, 1986; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984; 
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Ervin-Tripp, Guo, & Lampert, 1990; Meng, 2008; Chen, 2003, 2010, 2013). 

Generally, the results show that children at an early age of about two to three are able 

to produce various linguistic forms to convey their request intent and are sensitive to 

social and situational variables, such as cooperativeness, status, and familiarity. For 

instance, children tend to use imperatives if there is high likelihood of compliance, 

but they use imbedded imperatives if compliance is uncertain. In addition, children 

are also able to enact politeness and adjust their requests according to different social 

relationships and contextual factors, such as status, costs and rights. For instance, 

children tend to use want statements to state their needs as a child and tend not to use 

polite linguistic devices when the interlocutors are their mothers, whereas they tend to 

use more polite forms to outsiders. It is suggested that as children grow older to about 

age five, they will be more able to sense a variety of variables and adjust their 

requests more tactfully.  

From previous studies, we can understand how children employ requests 

differently and enact politeness concerning social and situational factors. However, 

there exists a gap. Most of the studies have focused on children’s requests in 

parent-child interactions, but there has been less discussion about children’s requests 

in interactions with peers. The age from four to five can be a time of transition for 

children because they are usually sent to a kindergarten or a daycare center during that 

age. That is to say, children will spend more time and have more opportunities to 

interact with peers other than family. As suggested by several researchers that peer 

relationships play an important role in children’s social and interactional competence 

(Goodwin & Kyratzis, 2007; Blum-Kulka, Hamo, & Habib, 2010; Piaget, 1932; 

Sullivan, 1953), so it is essential to examine children’s requests in peer interactions 

other than in family settings.  

There has been some research concerning children’s interactions with their peers 
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(Goodwin & Kyratzis, 2007; Blum-Kulka, Hamo, & Habib, 2010; Piaget, 1932; 

Sullivan, 1953; Dunn, 1996; Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990; Wood & Gardner, 1980; Jong, 

2012; Yeh, 2013). These studies indicated that peer relationships are symmetrical and 

bilaterally reciprocal, so children tend to negotiate with each other. Children can 

inspect others’ different viewpoints through negotiation, and thus develop mutuality, 

which is influential in their social, interpersonal, and intrapersonal development. On 

the contrary, the parent-child relationship is unilateral and asymmetrical. In 

parent-child interactions, the parents’ higher status and children’s awareness of 

parents’ obligations to take care of them may suppress children’s attempts at 

negotiation. In brief, although both peers and parents have an influence on children’s 

communicative competence, the interactions with peers seem to have more 

noteworthy impact on their social and interpersonal competence. After all, interacting 

and building friendships with peers plays an important role in children’s socialization 

when they first leave their family. It is essential for children to learn how to use 

language appropriately to keep good relationships with others, especially with their 

peers, when they get into the miniature society of school, because it is vital for 

children to acquire full-fledged social skills in childhood so as to better fit into society. 

Consequently, we may get a better understanding of children’s social and pragmatic 

competence and the value that they place on friendships by examining how they 

perform requests with their peers. 

Lastly, in addition to the less exploration of the field of children’s requests in 

peer interactions, there are some gaps in the previous literature. While a large body of 

literature has investigated children’s requests, few studies have focused on the 

performance of requests by Mandarin-speaking children. Moreover, most of the 

studies of children’s requests relating to peer interactions have been conducted by the 

use of elicitations or the performance of empirical tasks, with fewer done by 
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investigating spontaneous speech. Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to 

investigate Mandarin-speaking children’s requests in peer talk to supplement the 

insufficiencies and to contribute to the completion of the study in child requests. 

Naturalistic data from children at the age of about five was analyzed. As the 

previous research suggested, children in early childhood are able to employ diverse 

forms of requests and strategies, and are aware of social and situational variables and 

vary their requests accordingly. Therefore, it is expected that the children in this study 

will demonstrate different uses of request strategies in peer interactions, and that they 

will modify their requests by utilizing the linguistic tactics concerning interpersonal 

relationships or interactional situations so as to make the requests more effective or 

polite. The present study will examine preschoolers use of request strategies and their 

adjustments of requests with the use of alerters and modifications to understand how 

they make requests of their peers. The research questions are: 

1. What request strategies do children employ when interacting with peers? 

2. How do children adjust their requests with alerters and modifications? 

 

1.2 Organization 

The organization of the present study is structured as follows. Chapter 2 consists 

of a literature review of previous studies, including the literature on the speech act of 

request and on politeness, and of the research on children’s requests and on children’s 

peer interaction. In Chapter 3, the methodology is presented, including descriptions of 

the participants and data, data analysis, and analytical framework. Chapter 4 shows 

the results of the children’s use of request strategies, the children’s use of alerters in 

requests, and the children’s use of modifications in requests. Finally, the discussion 

and conclusion are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 This chapter reviews some previous studies and consists of four sections. First, 

the literature on the speech act of request is presented in 2.1. In Section 2.2, the 

theories of politeness are presented. The research on children’s requests is reviewed in 

2.3. Finally, 2.4 concerns the studies on children’s peer interaction.  

 

2.1 Speech Act of Request  

Speech act theory and the concepts of performative language were first 

introduced by Austin (1962) and were further developed by Searle (1969). They 

suggested that certain acts are performed during our daily communications. Searle 

(1969) suggested that speech acts are “the basic or minimal units of linguistic 

communication” (p.16). In other words, speech acts are interpreted as utterances that 

are produced with certain communicative intentions to be recognized or achieved, 

such as making a request or apology. In Austin’s (1962) work, How to Do Things with 

Words, he claimed that: “In order to explain what can go wrong with statements we 

cannot just concentrate on the proposition involved (whatever that is) as has been 

done traditionally. We must consider the total situation in which the utterance is 

issued－the total speech act－if we are to see the parallel between statements and 

performative utterance, and how each can go wrong” (p. 52). Austin proposed that a 

speech act contains three levels: (1) the locutionary act: the literal meaning of an 

utterance, (2) the illocutionary act: the speaker’s intention when performing the 

locutionary act, and (3) the perlocutionary act: the consequential effects on the hearers. 

Further, Searle (1969) claimed that speech acts are “the basic or minimal units of 

linguistic communication” (p. 16) and refined Austin’s notions of illocutionary force. 

6 
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He classified speech acts into five categories, including representatives, directives, 

commissives, expressives, and declarations. Request, based on Searle’s taxonomic 

scheme of illocutionary acts, is under the category of directives and is defined as 

“attempts … by the speaker to get the hearer to do something” (Searle, 1976, p.11). 

On the basis of Searle’s classifications, some researchers considered it an instrumental 

act or control act (e.g. Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984; Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990), and 

some pointed out that requests are “impositives”, which are characterized as 

functionally competitive because the imposition involved in the requestive goal 

competes with the goal of social harmony (Leech, 1983). In addition, to achieve an 

illocutionary act, the speech act of request must meet four elements of “felicity 

conditions”: (1) the propositional content: the future act of the hearer, (2) the 

preparatory condition: the speaker believes the hearer is able to do the act, but it is not 

obvious that the hearer will do the act without being asked, (3) the sincerity condition: 

the speaker wants the hearer to do the act, and (4) the essential condition: the 

speaker’s request counts as an attempt to get the hearer to do the act (Searle, 1979).  

As Austin (1962) argued that what is said (the locutionary act) does not 

determine the illocutionary act being performed, the way the speaker makes a request 

may be different accordingly. That is, the speaker can perform the same illocutionary 

act of a request either directly or indirectly. For instance, the sentence “I ask you to go 

away” with the explicit performative verb “ask” represents a direct request, while the 

sentence “Can you go way?” without an explicit performative verb is an indirect 

request, which not only is used as a question, but also conveys the illocutionary force 

to request the hearer to go away. Briefly, the speaker explicitly says what he/she 

means by direct speech acts, and implicitly conveys what he/she means by indirect 

speech acts. Researchers thus categorize a speech act into direct and indirect speech 

act based on the directness of the illocutionary acts.  
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A ‘direct speech act’ refers to a direct relationship between the structure and the 

communicative function of an utterance (Yule, 1996, p.129). In direct request 

strategies, the speaker’s requestive intent is explicitly expressed by the locution and is 

presented transparently (Searle, 1969); for example, an imperative is used to make a 

request (e.g., Give me that book). However, as remarked by Searle (1979), “ordinary 

conversational requirements of politeness normally make it awkward to issue flat 

imperative sentences (e.g., “Leave the room”) …, and we therefore seek to find 

indirect means to our illocutionary ends” (p. 36), implying that indirectness is 

motivated because of politeness (Leech, 1983). An ‘indirect speech act’ refers to 

when “one illocutionary act [e.g., request] is performed indirectly by way of 

performing another [e.g., question]” (Searle, 1979, p. 31). Take the indirect request 

“Can you pass the salt?” for example (Searle, 1979). Although it is literally direct 

speech act of questioning about the hearer’s ability to pass the salt, it can also be 

interpreted as an indirect speech act of requesting the hearer to pass the salt. In 

general, the hearer can recognize it as a request on the basis of conventionality. 

According to Searle (1979), “certain forms will tend to become conventionally 

established as the standard idiomatic forms for indirect speech acts. While keeping 

their literal meanings, they will acquire conventional uses as, e.g., polite forms [e.g., 

‘can/could you’] for requests” (p. 49), and the choice of which form to use varies 

across languages.  

Furthermore, as indicated by Searle (1975), some indirect speech acts are 

conventional and some are not, which means that there is another type of indirect 

speech act, a non-conventionally indirect speech act. The conventional indirect speech 

acts are cases where certain syntactic forms have become “conventionally established 

as the standard idiomatic forms” (Searle, 1975, p.76), and they are derived from the 

conditions for their realizations, such as questioning the preparatory condition in 
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requesting “Can you pass the salt?”. On the contrary, the form of non-conventionally 

indirectness does not have such systematic conventions, which means that the form it 

takes is selected differently depending on the given context. For example, the 

utterance “The salt is nearby you” in a mealtime context will be genuinely realized as 

a request by the hearer to pass the salt to the speaker. It is explained by Searle (1975) 

that, in order to understand the speaker’s non-conventionally indirect speech act, the 

hearer needs to have the reasoning that the speaker “is cooperating in the conversation 

and that therefore his remark is intended to be relevant” (p. 63). Hence, the hearer can 

come to the conclusion that the illocutionary force is not associated with the literal 

meaning and that there is an alternative illocutionary force.  

There are formal and functional dimensions in the classification of requests. 

Request strategies can be classified into direct and indirect strategies based on 

Searle’s classification of directness in linguistic forms, and indirect strategies can be 

further divided into those of conventional and non-conventional indirectness. 

Ervin-Tripp (1976) distinguished six linguistic forms of directives used by children to 

make a request, and ordered them according to obviousness of the directives: need 

statement (e.g., “I need a match”), imperative (e.g., “Gimme a match”), imbedded 

imperative (e.g., “Could you gimme a match?”), permission directive (e.g., “May I 

have a match?”), question directive (e.g., “Gotta match?”), and hint (e.g., “The 

matches are all gone?”). Different from Searle’s classification that a need statement is 

an indirect way to convey a request, Ervin-Tripp (1976) viewed such kind of 

statement as functionally direct because in children’s early development of request it 

was found that “what is wanted is as baldly stated as in an imperative” (p.29). In 

addition, Brown and Levinson’s (1987) scale of directness is based on the functional 

dimension. They stated that certain acts of politeness, such as requests, require 

strategic redress. Thus, based on the degree of politeness, request could be divided 
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into bald on record (direct request strategy), redressed on record (direct request with 

redress or conventionally indirect request strategy), and off record 

(non-conventionally indirect request strategy).  

Furthermore, a more detailed classification is the CCSARP (the Cross-Cultural 

Speech Act Realization Project) coding scheme for request patterns, which comprise 

the form and function of language (Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989). The 

request realization patterns were elicited in eight different countries and a 

classification of request strategies was set up based on previous theoretical and 

empirical research on the speech act of request. The pattern of the realization of 

requests consists of three constituents: the essential part of the head act, and the 

optional parts of alerter and modification (internal and external). Request strategies 

are realized in the head act and are rank-ordered by the degrees of directness; 

“directness” refers to the level of the explicitness of the speaker’s requestive intent 

expressed in the head act. Three levels of directness and nine request strategies were 

identified. Direct strategies are “the most direct, explicit level, realized by requests 

syntactically marked as such or by other verbal means that name the act as a request”, 

including mood derivable (e.g., “Leave me alone.”), explicit performative (e.g., “I'm 

asking you not to park the car here.”), hedged performance (e.g., “I would like you to 

give your lecture a week earlier.”), locution directive (e.g., “Madam, you'll have to 

move your car.”), and want statement (e.g., “I really wish you'd stop bothering me.”); 

conventionally indirect strategies are “procedures that realize the act by reference to 

contextual preconditions necessary for its performance, as conventionalized in a given 

language”, including suggestory formula (e.g., “How about cleaning up?”) and query 

preparatory (e.g., “Could you clear up the kitchen, please?”); non-conventionally 

indirect strategies are “the open-ended group of indirect strategies (hints) that realize 

the request by either partial reference to object or element needed for the 
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implementation of the act or by reliance on contextual clues”, including strong hint 

(e.g., “You've left this kitchen in a right mess.”) and mild hint (e.g., “I'm a nun.” in 

response to the persistent boy) (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984, p.201-202). 

Additionally, Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) listed different types of alerters and 

modifications that can be used to mitigate or aggravate the request force. For instance, 

using title/role or a politeness marker can mitigate the imposition, while using an 

offensive term or intensifier can aggravate the imposition. The present study adopted 

the CCSARP coding scheme as our analytical framework because its coding 

framework comprising the formal and functional dimensions in request patterns is 

clear-cut and thorough. In addition to the classification of request strategies, the 

pre-request or post-request components of alerters and modifications are also included 

in the coding scheme, which thus may help us to investigate children’ request patterns 

in a thorough and systematic way. 

 

2.2 Politeness  

 The study of politeness is within the field of pragmatics or sociolinguistics. 

Understanding an utterance is more than comprehending the linguistic forms but also 

the contexts where it is performed. As Lakoff (1973) pointed out “… the pragmatic 

content of a speech act should be taken in to account in determining its acceptability 

just as its syntactic material generally has been and its semantic material recently has 

been” (p. 94), suggesting that an utterance can be grammatically correct but 

pragmatically inappropriate. As previous research noted (Lakoff, 1973; Leech, 1983; 

Brown & Levinson, 1987), the motivation for politeness is to promote smooth 

communicative interactions, avoid conflict and confrontation, and keep and maintain 

good social relationships.  

Communication can be seen as problem-solving (Leech, 1983), and it is 
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necessary for both the speaker and the hearer to cooperate to have successful 

communication. Successful cooperation needs both interlocutors to mutually 

understand and successfully employ politeness strategies appropriately in the given 

situation. Grice (1975) proposed the cooperative principle with four maxims, the 

assumption of cooperation in conversation, which “has the function of regulating what 

we say so that it contributes to some assumed illocutionary or discoursal goal(s)” 

(Leech, 1983, p. 82). If the speaker violates the principle, he/she will be perceived as 

impolite. According to Grice (1975), participants in a conversation are assumed to 

obey the cooperative principle; that is, they should make their “conversational 

contribution” informative (maxim of quantity), truthful (maxim of quality), relevant 

(maxim of relevance), and clear (maxim of manner). It is assumed that both 

interlocutors expect each other observe the principle, so even when the speaker 

indirectly conveys his/her intent, the hearer still can infer and understand its meaning 

based on the meaning of the sentence uttered, the background/context they share, and 

the communicative principles they are expected to observe and follow.  

Lakoff (1973) proposed his conceptualization of politeness from the point of 

view of pragmatics on the basis of Grice’s principle. He proposed two rules of 

pragmatic competence. The first rule is “be clear” and it corresponds to Grice’s 

cooperative principle, and the second rule is “be polite” with the idea to avoid offense 

in interpersonal interactions. There are three sub-rules of politeness under the second 

rule of ‘be polite’: (1) don’t impose: used when formal, impersonal politeness is 

required in formal and impersonal settings, (2) give options: used when informal 

politeness is required in informal settings, and (3) make A feel good－be friendly: 

used when intimate politeness is required in more intimate relationships. According to 

Lakoff (1973), “politeness usually supersedes: it is considered more important in a 

conversation to avoid offense than to achieve clarity. This makes sense, since in most 
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informal conversations, actual communication of important ideas is secondary to 

merely reaffirming and strengthening relationships” (p. 289). It is implied that 

politeness is a means of conflict avoidance, but clarity could be thus sacrificed.  

Furthermore, Leech (1983) proposed his politeness principle, building on Grice’s 

cooperative principle. Leech’s politeness principle is a complement to Grice’s 

cooperative principle because it helps to explain why some indirect and not 

cooperative (Grice’s CP) linguistic behavior is preferred, as noted by Leech (1983) 

that “the PP [Politeness Principle] may help to understand reasons S [Speaker] had for 

choosing the particular content and form of what he said” (p. 38). According to Leech 

(1983), the politeness principle was “to maintain the social equilibrium and the 

friendly relations which enables us to assume that our interlocutors are being 

cooperative in the first place” (p. 82). There are six maxims in his politeness principle 

and each maxim corresponds to assertives (i.e., representatives) or impositives (i.e., 

directives): (1) tact maxim (in impositives): minimizing cost to other and maximizing 

benefit to other, (2) generosity maxim (in impositives): minimizing benefit to self and 

maximizing cost to self, (3) approbation maxim (in assertives): minimizing dispraise 

of other and maximizing praise of other, (4) modesty maxim (in assertives): 

minimizing praise of self and maximizing dispraise of self, (5) agreement maxim (in 

assertives): maximizing agreement between self and other and minimizing 

disagreement between self and other, and (6) sympathy maxim (in assertives): 

minimizing antipathy between self and other and maximizing sympathy between self 

and other. Among these maxims, requests are related to tact maxim and generosity 

maxim. Additionally, Leech (1983) suggested that the more indirect language used by 

the speaker, the more polite the speaker is “because they increase the degree of 

optionality, and because the more indirect an illocution is, the more diminished and 

tentative its force tends to be” (p. 131-32). 
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Moreover, like both Lakoff and Leech, Brown and Levinson’s (1987) perceived 

politeness as conflict avoidance and that the notion of it is to lessen impositions on the 

hearer. The basic concept in their politeness theory is “face”, which they defined as 

“the public self-image that every [individual] wants to claim for himself” (Brown and 

Levinson, 1987, p.61). They claimed that “certain kinds of acts intrinsically threaten 

face”, that is, “the face wants of the addressee and/or of the speaker” can be 

threatened (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p.85). As to the speech acts which could 

threaten an interlocutor’s face and influence social interactions, they are called 

face-threatening acts (FTA), such as request. Each “face” has two kinds of face want: 

negative face and positive face. The negative face refers to “the want of every 

‘competent adult member’ that his actions be unimpeded by others” (Brown and 

Levinson, 1987, p.61), that is, freedom of action and freedom from imposition. For 

example, request and order could threaten the hearer’s negative face. The positive 

face refers to “the want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least some 

others” (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p.61), that is, the need to be accepted, 

appreciated and approved by others. For example, disapproval and challenge could 

threaten the hearer’s positive face.  

Brown and Levinson (1987) claimed that politeness principles are activated to 

neutralize FTAs. The more severe the FTA, the more necessary it is to employ 

politeness strategies to save one’s face correspondingly. However, they also proposed 

that “[w]here maximum efficiency is very important, and this is mutually known to 

both S [speaker] and H [hearer], no redress is necessary. In cases of great urgency or 

desperation, redress would actually decrease the communicated urgency” (Brown & 

Levinson, 1987, pp. 95-96), indicating that direct strategies may not be undesirable in 

certain situations. Moreover, it was further pointed out that three social factors could 

affect the imposition of FTAs and strategy choices, including relative power, social 
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distance, and the absolute ranking of impositions in the context. Consequently, they 

proposed different ways to perform FTAs in terms of the level of politeness. From the 

least polite to the most polite, the strategies are: (1) baldly on record without redress, 

(2) on record with redress as positive politeness or negative politeness: positive 

politeness is oriented to the hearer’s positive face and show closeness, such as using 

suggestions, while negative politeness is oriented to the hearer’s negative face to 

avoid imposing and to give options, such as using questions and hedges, (3) off record: 

use of hints and convey communicate intention ambiguously, and (4) don’t do FTA: 

convey communicative intention paralinguistically without saying anything.   

Although Brown and Levinson claim that their politeness theory is universally 

applicable, it seems to be unable to be applicable in non-western cultures, such as in 

Chinese culture. According to Gu (1990) and Mao (1994), “politeness is a 

phenomenon belonging to the level of society, which endorses its normative 

constraints on each individual” (Gu, 1990, p. 242), and “Chinese face emphasizes not 

the accommodation of individual ‘wants’ or ‘desires’ but the harmony of individual 

conduct with the views and judgement of the community” (Mao, 1994, p. 460). It is 

revealed that while Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory and the notion of face are 

individualism-oriented rationalities, Chinese politeness and face are socially framed.  

Gu (1990) suggested that Chinese politeness is more accountable by Leech’s 

politeness principle, which is norm- or rule-governed and seeks for harmonious 

interpersonal relationships. In addition, Brown and Levinson’s three static social 

factors that determined politeness were contested because they overlook dynamic 

language use in contexts and societies (Werkhofer, 1992). Fraser (1990) echoed the 

view that “each society has a particular set of social norms consisting of more or less 

explicit rules that prescribe a certain behavior, or a way of thinking in a context” (p. 

220). As stated by Kasper (1990), there is no absolute value of linguistic strategies 
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and means to enact politeness; instead, politeness enactment seems to be determined 

by contexts such as discourse types and speech events. For example, it was found that 

politeness enactment in Chinese culture is situational-based; that is, the value of 

politeness is determined by the communicative goal in the immediate context and 

interaction (Pan, 2000, as cited in Chen, 2010).  

It is believed that although children in early childhood may not be fully 

socialized with a conceptualization of politeness, they may be able to use proper 

linguistic devices in enacting politeness, as noted by Chen (2010). It is expected that 

as request is viewed as inherently impositive (Leech, 1983; Brown & Levinson, 1987), 

we may see children’s enactment of politeness and their employment of different 

requests and strategic devices by exploring the patterns of the realization of requests 

in peer interactions, which will thus reveal children’s pragmatic or sociolinguistic 

competence. 

 

2.3 Research on Children’s Requests 

As revealed in the previous section, the speech act of request could easily 

damage harmony and cause conflict between interlocutors because it usually involves 

an imposition on the hearers. This fact has drawn the attention of many researchers in 

investigating children’s use of requests. 

Many studies have made use of role plays, questionnaires, or interviews to 

investigate how children use requests with different hearers or in different situations 

(James, 1978; Hsiao, 1999; Ho, 2007; Kuo, 2010), and their findings showe that 

children can be aware of different situational, social, or interpersonal factors and can 

vary their requests. For example, James (1978) used dolls in eliciting experiments to 

examine children’s requests regarding different listeners. He asked children (between 

the ages of 4;6 and 5;2) to take a doll to speak to another doll that presented as an 
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adult, a peer, and a younger child in two situations, asking favors (e.g., asking others 

to help find a lost dog) and protecting his/her own rights (e.g., stopping others from 

taking his/her ball away). A great effect was found for the age of the listener on the 

children’s directives in the situation where the child was protecting his/her rights. The 

children used a greater number of polite request forms when speaking to the adult doll 

than to the peer doll, and a greater number when speaking to the peer doll than to the 

younger child doll. The children also used a greater number of modified imperatives 

and interrogatives when speaking to the adult doll, a greater number of modified 

imperatives when speaking to the peer doll, and a greater number of direct 

imperatives when speaking to the younger child doll. On the other hand, the effect of 

the age of the listener diminished when the situation was one of asking favors, the 

children were equally polite to all three of the adult, peer, and child listeners, and used 

more interrogatives. It was explained that the status of the peer and the younger child 

increased in the situation where a favor was being asked, and that the children placed 

themselves at a lower status and gave the listeners power to grant or reject the favor. 

It was concluded that the children are able to frame requests differently based on 

situational factors and listener variables in early childhood. In addition, the 

differences in the use of imperatives and interrogative directives also reflect 

children’s part of adult pragmatic competence, the adherence to Lakoff’s politeness 

rule of “don’t impose”.  

Additionally, the pragmatic analysis of Mandarin-speaking children’s requests 

has been explored by some researchers by using a questionnaire or interview, and the 

data were analyzed by CCASRP coding scheme (Hsiao, 1999; Ho, 2007; Kuo, 2010). 

First, in Hsiao’s (1999) study, the data were collected by a questionnaire and an 

interview with children from three age groups (mean age of 7, 9, and 11), and their 

use of request strategies and politeness strategies regarding differences in status and 
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familiarity with the hearers were examined. It was found that children at the younger 

age of seven preferred direct requests regardless of the status and familiarity factors, 

and that they sometimes used polite strategies but seemed to rely on the polite marker 

qing ‘please’ with a bare imperative. On the contrary, older children aged nine and 

eleven were more sensitive to the hearer’s characteristics and varied their request 

strategies and used polite registers accordingly; for instance, they used more indirect 

requests, interrogatives, lexical modifiers, polite formula, and supportive moves, 

especially with the higher status hearers. The results suggested that although children 

about aged seven have the knowledge of indirect strategies, their linguistic 

adaptability and competence to use proper requests in particular contexts do not 

increase until the age of nine. 

Next, Ho (2007) examined the request productions (request strategies, alerters, 

and modifications) of students aged from 13 to 15. The data were collected by the use 

of a written discourse completion task with thirty situations, which were designed 

based on different social variables of relative status (higher, equal, lower) and 

familiarity (familiar and unfamiliar); the rank of the imposition was not specified in 

the study. Overall, the participants tended to use direct and conventionally indirect 

strategies across all situations; mood derivable was the most commonly used strategy, 

which was followed by query preparatory and hint. As to the familiarity, it was found 

that regardless of status, children tended to use direct requests with familiar hearers, 

but increased the use of conventionally indirect strategies when the hearers were 

unfamiliar. As to status, the subjects tended to use direct strategies to those at an equal 

or lower status, while they increased the use of conventionally indirect strategies 

when the hearers were at higher status. With regard to alerters, it was found that the 

subjects tended to use polite alerters (i.e., title/role) to those with higher status 

regardless of familiarity. As for the equal status, they used more intimate alerters (i.e., 
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vocative) with familiar hearers; whereas the use of no alerter was the common 

occurrence when the hearers were of a lower status, implying that people tended not 

to pay much attention to linguistic politeness when addressing hearers of an inferior 

status. Lastly, concerning modifications, overall the subjects used a greater number of 

polite modifiers (i.e., mitigating) than impolite modifiers (i.e., aggravating), and the 

most frequently used types were appealer, polite marker, hedge, thanking, downtoner, 

and grounder. The subjects all tended to use polite modifiers regardless of the status 

or familiarity factors, but significant associations were found between status and 

modifiers. The results showed that the subjects used more polite modifiers to those of 

the superior status, but their use of polite modifiers decreased as the status of the 

hearers dropped from equal to lower status. It was concluded that the speakers’ 

linguistic performance in conducting the act of requests was highly influenced by 

different social variables, and that juvenile subjects seemed to pay more attention to 

the status of the hearers than to the degree to which they were familiar with him/her. 

Furthermore, Kuo (2010) investigated the requests of Taiwanese elementary 

students’ (aged six to ten) with regard to different situations and interlocutors. She 

used both interviews and some naturalistic observation. Her data were collected from 

a semi-structured individual interview with each child (i.e., a written discourse 

completion task was used to elicit oral responses in different request-making 

scenarios); also, she used some naturalistic observation in the school and home, and 

interviews with some of the children’s parents and teacher. It was found that the 

children were more likely to make direct requests and give reasons under 

right-protecting situations than under favor-asking situations. Moreover, 

conventionally indirect strategies (especially, query preparatories) and direct 

strategies (especially, imperatives) were the most frequently used strategy types. 

Although hints were the least favored strategy type, they seemed to be used more 
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frequently in a rights-protecting situation. The results suggested that the children 

knew when to request indirectly, politely, or briefly to keep harmony in different 

situations. Also, the children’s choices of request strategies were affected by variation 

in the status of the hearer. It was found that the children were more likely to make 

direct requests of their younger siblings and classmates and were more likely to make 

conventionally indirect requests of their adult hearers. The findings suggested 

children tended to take solidarity and efficiency into concern when interacting with 

the child hearers. On the other hand, the children usually used indirect requests to 

minimize imposition and show politeness when the hearers were adults, which could 

be accounted by the traditional Chinese concepts of respect for one’s elders. 

There has also been much research on children’s use of requests in spontaneous 

speech by the use of naturalistic observation (Garvey, 1975; Ervin-Tripp, 1976, 1977; 

Ervin-Tripp & Gordon, 1986; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984; Ervin-Tripp, Guo, & 

Lampert, 1990; Meng, 2008; Chen, 2003, 2010, 2013). Since the high frequency of 

requests in the speech of children at all ages has attracted the interest of many 

researchers, a review of the development of children’s request repertoire was done 

(Ervin-Tripp, 1976, 1977). In Ervin-Tripp’s (1977) study, it was reported that children 

used vocalizations, gestures, names of desired object, and a limited vocabulary of 

function indicators and prosodic cues to signal requestive intent at an early stage. By 

the age of three, children are able to use diverse forms in requests with social 

distribution, and by the fourth year or earlier, children would be able to use hints. As 

children grow older, the syntactic elaboration of other forms of continues to increase 

after the fourth year. In addition, Garvey (1975) investigated how children produced 

requests. Garvey examined children’s requests and responses to requests with peers 

by analysis of the spontaneous speech of 36 dyads in a nursery school. The children 

were categorized into a younger group (mean age: 3;11) and an older group (mean age: 
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5;0). The results showed that younger dyads and older dyads produced about the same 

number of direct requests, and that both groups were equally successful in achieving 

the intended effects by means of direct requests. Only a few indirect requests were 

observed but older dyads produced averagely twice as many successful indirect 

requests as younger dyads on average. It was suggested that the differences in the 

production of indirect requests was due to linguistic competence in that older children 

are able to produce more alternative forms of requestive utterances due to a more 

abundant linguistic repertoire. 

In addition to studies of the development of children’s use of requests, some 

studies have also been conducted to investigate children’s requests in terms of the 

social or contextual variables and the awareness of politeness (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 

1984; Ervin-Tripp & Gordon, 1986; Ervin-Tripp, Guo, & Lampert, 1990). In the 

study of Gordon & Ervin-Tripp (1984), they analyzed the influence of social (e.g., 

status and familiarity) and situational (e.g., intrusiveness, possession, and rights and 

obligations) variables on children’s requests, and found that children at the age of 

around two showed sensitivity to those factors and expressed politeness, such as with 

the use of “please”, terms of address, imbedded request (e.g., Can you…?), or tags. 

Moreover, children by the age of four or five were able to assess the focus of the 

hearer’s attention and could use persuasion to justify requests and persuade the 

hearers; and by the age of five, they could heed to a wide range of variables, both 

social and situational, and coordinate them with a variety of linguistic strategies. 

Gordon & Ervin-Tripp (1984) conducted a case study of a four-year-old child in 

naturalistic interactions with others in his home to see how children’s social reasoning 

may be reflected in their requests. Three types of requests were found. First, the child 

often used a self-oriented “want” request (i.e., “I want…”) to motivate others and 

rarely provided justifications, which showed that he thought his wanting for 
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something was sufficient reason for compliance. However, if he was uncertain of 

compliance, he used the self-oriented request of “Can I …?”. Second, the child used 

requests oriented to rules or norms. The child may have assumed that others were 

oriented to do something right or expected based on a norm, so if someone departed 

from the norm, he tended to make a request with corrections. Lastly, the child tended 

to make goal-oriented requests in the shared and routine activities where cooperation 

was assumed. In such contexts, he mostly used imperative forms and tended not to 

offer persuasion adjuncts. However, if the child were not sure that agreement would 

be reached on the cooperation, he tended to use conventional imbedded requests for 

asking for a favor or for action under the hearer’s control (e.g., “Can you…?”). The 

results indicated that the forms of the children’s requests were influenced by the goal 

or type of action they desired and by their anticipation of the hearers’ compliance. In 

addition, it was suggested that the children’s choice of form of request, such as direct 

request forms or conventionally polite forms, revealed their understanding of social 

motivations and social relationships.  

In addition, children were observed to produce different requests and responses 

according to the identity of their interlocutor. Ervin-Tripp & Gordon (1986) 

videotaped naturally occurring interactions of children and their parents in a family 

setting. The findings showed that two- to four-year-old children used more 

imperatives with their mothers than with their fathers, and that five- to eight-year-olds 

used more imperatives with their mothers and gave more explanations to their fathers. 

Moreover, children aged two to three years were found to use polite forms with other 

children and outsiders; from 14 to 24 percent of polite forms to other children and 60 

percent of polite forms to outsiders. Ervin-Tripp and Gordon suggested that children 

tended to assume that their mothers were obliged to comply with their requests 

because their mothers, as their main caretakers, needed to provide services to them. 
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As a result, children seemed to use less polite and formal forms to the person that they 

were more familiar with.  

Furthermore, in the study of Ervin-Tripp, Guo, & Lampert (1990), children’s 

pragmatic and linguistic development was examined, and it was found that the 

children had an awareness of politeness at an early age. Ervin-Tripp et al. explored the 

politeness in children’s control acts1 in terms of social indices, social tactics, and 

persuasive tactics2. The children in the study were aged two to eleven, and the data 

were collected by videotaping the children in their homes with family and friends. 

The results showed that the variables of addressee and context had an effect on the 

children’s choices of request forms. The children used more “want” forms to the 

mother and seldom used polite markers, while they used more polite ways (e.g., 

“please”, modal and permission form, and mitigators) to outside adults. It seemed that 

the children differentiated between the persons from whom they could expect to 

receive help and that they did not provide polite speech to such addressees for 

low-cost requests. Also, the children’s enactment of politeness was influenced by the 

contextual factor of rights (i.e., ownerships of goods) and costs3 (i.e., the degree of 

intrusiveness of control acts). The children tended to use direct forms in low-cost 

situations where compliance was possible. However, the children tended to use 

aggravation to younger addressees, a simple direct way to adults, and polite control 

acts to peers or older children in high-cost situations. 

1 “Control acts count as attempts to produce change in the actions of others. Control acts are any 
moves which could be interpreted either by the speaker or the hearer as an attempt to affect the 
behavior of an addressee or hearer. The terms ‘request’, ‘order’, and ‘command’ are used in everyday 
English to indicate types of directives to another person to act” (Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990, p. 308). 
2 Social indices allude to relationship or status (e.g., address terms or honorifics), social tactics refers 
to strategic use of social indices and mitigating/aggravating linguistic elements, and persuasive tactics 
are reasons or justifications (Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990, p. 314). 
3 The level of cost was controlled on the basis of four variables: authority in charge of the ongoing 
activity, rights to goods and territory, joint involvement vs. interruption by the speaker of another 
conversation, and potential intrusiveness of compliance into the partner's trajectory of activity 
(Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990, p. 320). 
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Then, regarding persuasive tactics, it was found that younger children seldom 

justified their requests while older children often gave reasons or justifications, and 

thus older children often obtained the desired compliance. Generally, it was shown 

that children’s use of polite forms develops with age; they use on-record or 

conventional forms in the early years and then develop the ability to use 

non-conventional off-record forms. Although children at the early age of about two to 

three have become to be aware of social and contextual factors, it is not until the age 

of five that they will be more competent to differentiate who to be polite to, to have a 

sense of rights and costs, and to use more polite tactics and persuasive tactics. It 

suggested that five-year-old children seem more able to maintain social relationship 

with the use of increased politeness. In addition, the persuasive power of politeness 

only worked in the case of peers, older children, or when making high-cost requests, 

and it decreased compliance with adults; while aggravation was effective with 

younger children. The use of direct, simple forms was the most effective for low-cost 

requests.  

There have also been some studies concerning Mandarin-speaking children’s 

requests by the use of naturalistic data (Meng, 2008; Chen, 2003, 2010, 2013). For 

example, Meng (2008) examined how Chinese children (between the ages of 3;2 and 

4;10) living in the United States performed requests in a family setting. The results 

showed that children made more direct requests than indirect ones to their mothers 

and that they frequently used want statements (e.g., “I want...”). Yet, they could use 

sentence-final particles (e.g., 啊 A, 呀 Ya, 吧 Ba) for softening requests, and they 

tended to use indirect requests when making requests to outsiders such as peers and 

other adults. Hence, Meng suggested that even young children are able to vary their 

request forms and strategies based on different contextual variables, such as the power 

and closeness of the relationships between the interlocutors, and the degree of 
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imposition of the requests. 

In addition, children’s awareness of contextual variables was observed in Chen’s 

(2003) study. Chen investigated children’s requests in mother-child conversations, and 

the data was spontaneous speech from dyads of two three-year-old children and their 

mothers. The children were found to convey their requests through four ways, 

including indicating a specific action, indicating desired objects, indicating self-want, 

and hinting, and they used different linguistic forms to demonstrate their requests. The 

children usually used imperatives, imperatives with sentence-final particles, or 

imperatives with A-not-A tags when indicating a specific action; whereas they usually 

used declaratives to indicate desired objects, indicate self-want, and hint for intended 

actions. On examination of the observed various formal elements in the children’s 

requests, Chen concluded that children at around the age of three seemed to be aware 

of some interpersonal and conversation factors (e.g., cooperativeness, conversational 

topic, and social status). The children usually used imperatives when their mothers’ 

cooperativeness or compliance was certain, but they used more polite forms, such as 

imperatives with an A-not-A tag if they were not sure about it. Also, the children’s 

production of requests was influenced by the conversational frames, revealing their 

awareness of interpersonal relation or status. For example, when children played the 

role of the leader in the game-like frame, they seemed to assume a higher status than 

their mothers, and thus tended to use imperatives. The findings indicated that children 

at age three have an awareness of politeness and sensitivity to some social or 

conversational factors when performing a speech act. 

 Chen’s (2013) study also revealed children’s context-based request forms and 

their awareness of interpersonal relations in situations. Chen examined children’s 

(aged two to three) requests in interactions with their parents. It was found that the 

children were inclined to use simple imperatives in activity-based interactions, while 
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they tended to use simple imperatives and want statements in unstructured daily 

conversations. Children may realize that they and their mothers are in a cooperative 

relationship and had the same intention to complete an activity, so it may have been 

appropriate to use simple imperatives when performing the task with their mothers. 

Yet, in unstructured daily conversations, the children were not sure about their parents’ 

cooperativeness, so they may have needed to negotiate their interpersonal relationship 

in the immediate context. Thus, the children tended to use both simple imperatives 

and want statements. The results suggested that children’s awareness of the nature of 

relationships may be an influence on their choices of forms of request. Moreover, it 

was indicated that children as young as two years old may have an understanding that 

humans are intentional beings, because the children seemed to associate simple 

imperatives with requests to their parents who shared intentionality and shared a goal 

when they engaged in cooperative activities. Also, children’s use of request forms 

may reveal the relative interpersonal status with the interlocutors. For instance, 

children’s use of simple imperatives in activity-based interactions may be a result of 

their equal status to parents, while their use of want statement may be as a result of 

their lower status as a child. 

In addition, Chen (2010) used longitudinal data to explore two 

Mandarin-speaking children’s requests and politeness in spontaneous interactions with 

their mothers during the age of 1;7 to 3;2. The results showed that the children could 

perceive situational contexts and use different request forms. The children tended to 

use more simple imperatives in interactive activities, and more simple imperatives and 

want statements in common talk. This finding was suggested to be related to 

children’s differences in status and effectiveness. In interactive activities, such as 

cooperative games, children’s status could be equal to that of their parents as both 

participants are cooperating to accomplish s task; thus, the use of imperatives could be 
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more effective. In common talk in ordinary daily interactions, children’s social status 

became lower. To adhere to politeness, children used want statements at lower status; 

since the role of parents is to take care of their children, children could effectively 

obtained the goal of their requests when they conveyed their wants at a lower status as 

a child. It was revealed that interactional and interpersonal factors may influence 

children’s appropriate use of linguistic forms. In addition, regarding politeness, it was 

suggested that children at about the age of two and half show their awareness of 

politeness even though the frequencies are low. For instance, the children could use 

polite lexical forms, such as qing ‘please’, bang ‘to help with’, women ‘let’s; we’ to 

reduce the illocutionary force of the request. Also, the children were observed to use 

justifications to increase the effectiveness of their requests, but such cases were 

infrequent and only found at the age of around three. It was concluded that there was 

an observable development of effectiveness and politeness in the children’s requests, 

although there seemed to be no noticeable development of patterns in the children’s 

requests and linguistic politeness. As the children grew older, they were more able to 

make appropriate requests and obtain more intended compliance. 

The literature reviewed so far suggests that children as early as three years old 

can perform requests differently according to different variables (e.g., situation, 

effectiveness, status, familiarity, etc.) and could be aware of politeness. As they grow 

older to about five years old, they will be more sensitive to a variety of variables and 

be able to utilize diverse strategies or modifications to reduce illocutionary force, 

make request intent more desired, and increase the effectiveness of their requests. It is 

expected that the children in our study will also demonstrate their politeness and 

appropriateness in linguistic usage and their competence in pragmatics and 

sociolinguistics.  
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2.4 Children’s Peer Interaction 

Previous studies have indicated that not only parents play an important role in 

children’s development, but other people, such as siblings, peers, or outsiders, also 

have an influence on it (James, 1978; Hsiao,1999; Ho, 2007; Kuo, 2010; Garvey, 

1975; Meng, 2008). However, interaction with peers seems to be more influential on 

children’s social competence as having friends is an important social goal during 

childhood and is related to children’s sociolinguistic competence. Children in peer 

interactions are treated as active members of their groups who can construct their own 

cultures, giving birth to the notion that children are active constructors of their identity, 

culture and social rules (Goodwin & Kyratzis, 2007). Moreover, since peer 

relationships are reciprocal, children have opportunities to develop their social skills 

and interactional competence with peers (Blum-Kulka, Hamo, & Habib, 2010). 

Blum-Kulka et al. (2010) stated that as the peer talk is a multi-party symmetrical and 

collaborative participation structure, it can not only promote children’s development, 

but also help children to engage in their co-construction of their shared social and 

cultural worlds.  

There have been some studies revealing that peer interaction plays an important 

role in children’s development. Piaget (1932) suggested that child-child interactions 

were different from parent-child ones because of differences in the reciprocal 

elements of the relationships. Since parents have a higher status and dominance, 

children are inclined to comply with them because superior adults may intimidate 

children from freely expressing themselves, whereas children and peers are at 

symmetrical position, so they tend to negotiate, reject, or comply with each other. By 

interacting with peers, children can inspect the conflicting ideas, develop the abilities 

to negotiate and discuss different perspectives, and engage in mutual learning of 

interactive, cognitive and linguistic skills. It is suggested that one of the effective 
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ways for children to solve conflicts with peers is through the cooperative exchange of 

questions, explanations and reasoned conversations (Rogoff, 1990, as cited in Yeh, 

2013). The interaction with peers can provide children with opportunities to examine 

conflicting ideas and give explanations, to negotiate and discuss multiple perspectives, 

and to decide to compromise with or to reject the notions held by peers. Therefore, 

children develop the ability of sensitive perspective-taking in such interactions with 

peers, that is, the ability to understand others’ thoughts, minds, and feelings, which 

then helps them to develop socially competent behavior and meaningful and rich 

social relationships.  

Like Piaget, Sullivan’s (1953) interpersonal theory was that personifications or 

mental representations of the self and others are shaped by one’s social relationships. 

Sullivan believed that the concepts of mutual respect, equality, and reciprocity 

developed from peer relationships. Sullivan pointed out the significance of "special" 

relationships－chumships and friendships－for the emergence of these concepts, and 

proposed a concept of basic needs in social relationships. Children’s need for 

acceptance by their peers and the development of compeer relationships increases in 

late childhood. Later, the need shifts to the need for an intimate chumship. Children 

begin to be able to recognize and value each other’s personality in close friendships. 

When the concept of mutuality develops, peers became more important in in the 

shaping of a child’s personality. It was shown that peers have a great influence on 

children’s interpersonal and intrapersonal development. For instance, peer interactions 

help children to develop skills for cooperation and compromise, then competition, and 

also perspective-taking. Thus, the understanding of children and peer interactions can 

help us not only to understand children’s awareness of social relationships, but also to 

realize their degree of sociolinguistic competence.  

Several studies have been conducted to examine children’s speech in peer 
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interaction in terms of their pragmatic or sociolinguistic competence. It has been 

shown that children tend to avoid confrontation with their peers, indicating their 

understanding of the social position of others (Dunn, 1996; Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990; 

Wood & Gardner, 1980). In Dunn’s (1996) study, Dunn examined children’s 

arguments in conflicts with their mother, siblings, and friends, over the course of 

children’s fourth year. It was found that children were more inclined to use reasoning 

in taking others’ thoughts and feelings into account when in conflicts with friends, 

compared with when in conflict with mothers and siblings. Dunn claimed that 

children were more inclined to work at their relationships with their peers than with 

close relatives to ensure continuous communication since peers may lose interest in 

each other and the relationship would be broken up. 

In addition, Ervin-Tripp et al. (1990) examined children’s control acts when 

children interacted with family and friends in their home. It was found that children 

aged four and five used persuasion to repair refusals, especially when the cost of the 

control acts was high; also, they used higher degree of mitigations based on the 

degree of intrusion and the rights of the addressees. Yet, it was shown that the 

persuasive power of politeness only worked with peers and older children; 

aggravation worked with younger children; and politeness decreased with adults’ 

compliance. A similar finding was revealed in Wood and Gardner’s (1980) study that 

polite requests were effective with peers. Wood and Gardner suggested that social 

indicators and solidarity may be more important tactical instruments for children in 

relation to other children than they are for negotiations with familiar adults.  

With regard to the language used by Mandarin-speaking children in peer talk, 

there have been only a few studies (Jong, 2012; Yeh 2013). In Jong’s (2012) study, 

she investigated children’s refusal strategies in peer talk by examining natural 

conversations between children aged between 4;7 to 5;10 (mean age was 5;4). The 
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results showed that children used more indirect strategies, and that they frequently 

used simple negations and reasons. One interesting case, Jong noted, was that when 

children used the threat of terminating their friendship to the interlocutors, the 

interlocutors usually complied with the request, which reveals the value which 

children place on friendship and shows how they may attempt to maintain it. Also, 

while the children tended to use simpler refusals, they did take the perspectives of 

their interlocutors into account; for instance, children provided alternatives for the 

interlocutors, thus showing their consideration for the needs of their interlocutors. 

Additionally, a study conducted by Yeh (2013) also indicated that children aged five 

were inclined to maintain or establish a relationship with peers. The children’s use of 

discourse markers revealed their symmetrical and equal relationships with their peers 

as well as their cooperation with each other to be polite. For instance, the children 

used dui instead of hao as a topic transition marker to establish discourse coherence, 

and this may reflect the relatively equal relations between the peers because hao is 

usually used by a speaker with higher status to control the topic in adult conversation. 

It was suggested that the multifunctional use of discourse markers not only showed 

the children’s communicative skills, and also that they tended to maintain and 

establish their symmetrical relations with their peers.  

The previous studies have shown that children tend not to create conflicts when 

interacting with peers. When they talk to their peers, they are inclined to modify their 

speech, use less direct strategies, or employ polite devices to maintain friendships. It 

was also observed that the child participants in peer interactions were usually aged 

four to five. The reason could be that children at that age usually go to the 

kindergarten in general, and so they would have more time and more opportunities to 

interact with other children other than those in their family. The ways in which 

children communicate and interact with peers in the time during the age of four to five 
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is worth investigating as it could be a turning point for children. Based on the 

previous studies, it is assumed that children will take their peers into consideration 

when making requests to them and that they will tend to modulate the force of the 

request by utilizing mitigating devices. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

 To explore children’s performance of request, this study utilized spontaneous 

speech between children and their peers to examine how children issued requests and 

how they adjusted their requests. The information of the participants and data is 

presented in 3.1 and the data analysis is presented in 3.2. The analytical framework is 

shown in 3.3. 

 

3.1 Participants and Data 

The present study includes the data of seven participants, which were from the 

database of the Language Acquisition Lab in the Graduate Institute of Linguistics in 

National Chengchi University directed by Professor Chiung-chih Huang. The data of 

four girls and three boys aged from 4;3 to 5;6 (mean age: 5;3) were examined in the 

study, which approximately comprised a total length of 256 minutes of natural 

conversations between same- and mixed-gender dyads. The details of the participants’ 

genders, age at recording, and MLU (Mean Length of Utterance) are listed in Table 1. 

As presented in Table 1, the range of the MLU was from 3.86 to 4.48, showing that 

there were no large differences in age between the participants. 

 
Table 1  
Participants’ Gender, Age at Recording, and MLU 
Pseudonyms Genders Age at Recording MLU 
DOR Female 4;3 3.86 
SAL Female 5;2 4.48 
LIN Female 5;6 3.97 
ZHI Female 5;0 4.28 
CAI Male 5;5 4.27 
JUN Male 5;2 3.94 
NIN Male 5;1 4.19 

33 
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As to the details of the background of the participants, they all lived in Taipei 

and had similar family backgrounds; in addition, they all used Taiwan Mandarin in 

their daily life, and were physically and psychologically healthy with no problems in 

social interactions. The participants were video-taped in a daycare center and a 

kindergarten, and the students were in the mixed-age classroom in both places. They 

were taken into a spare playroom with toys in order to avoid interference when the 

video-taping was being carried out. Two girls, DOR and SAL, were observed in the 

daycare center, and the total length of their conversations was about 60 minutes, and 

the other two girls and three boys, LIN, ZHI, CAI, JUN, and NIN, were observed in 

the kindergarten, and the total length of their conversations was about 196 minutes 

(see Table 2). The chosen children as dyads were in the same class and so they were 

acquainted with each other; further, they all participated in similar activities, such as 

role-playing and playing with toys, during the time of the observation. 

 

Table 2 

Participants and the Time of the Duration of Each Session 

Session Participants Time Duration (Minutes) 

1 ZHI and JUN 25 

2 LIN and NIN 29 

3 LIN and CAI 28 

4 DOR and SAL 60 

5 ZHI and LIN 42 

6 JUN and NIN 25 

7 JUN and CAI 25 

8 CAI and NIN 22 

Total  256 
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3.2 Data Analysis 

 The participants’ conversations were transcribed into the CHAT (Codes for the 

Human Analysis of Transcriptions) format first, and then their requests were identified; 

the transcribing conventions are shown in Appendix A. An utterance was identified as 

a request when it conveyed an illocutionary act of request. The criteria for identifying 

a request are presented below (adopted from Chen, 2013): (S= Speaker; H= Hearer) 

(a) A request identified by the hearer’s verbal or nonverbal cue 

For example: S’s request is identified by H’s verbal response and compliance.  

→S: 拿一塊積木給我.  
‘Give me one block.’ 

  H: 好這個紅色的給你.  
‘OK, this red one is for you.’ 

(b) A request identified by the speaker’s verbal or nonverbal cue 

For example: S makes a typical request verbal cue of directing H to carry out an 

act, and uses the non-verbal cue of the reaching gesture.  

→S: 玩具還我 [% 手伸向 H].  
‘Give back my toy [% reaching hand toward H].’ 

  H: 等一下. 
‘Wait a minute.’ 

(c) A request identified by prior or subsequent discourse 

For example: the request case is identified on the basis of the subsequent 

discourse, what H says after S’s request. 

S: 這題數學好難.  
‘This arithmetic question is difficult.’ 

H: 哪題很難? 
  ‘Which one is difficult?’ 

→S: 你教我這題. 
‘You teach me this question.’ 

  H: 第二題嗎?  
‘The second question?’ 

        S: 嗯. 
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    ‘Yes.’ 
        H: 你先把這兩個數相加. 
          ‘You add these two numbers first.’ 

(d) A request identified by the speaker’s prosody cue 

For example: S uses a loud voice to intensify the request, and such a prosodic 

cue can help identify a request case. 

→S: 走開 [% 大聲喊] 
    ‘Go away [% loud].’ 

  H: 我不要. 
‘I do not want to.’ 

(e) A request identified by non-linguistic context 

For example: even though the desired object is not specified in the request, the 

non-linguistic context (i.e., S builds the house with H’s blocks) can help 

determine the request case.  

%sit: S used H’s blocks to build a house. 
→S: 我還需要 [% 要求 H 給積木]. 

  ‘I need more [% asking H to give the blocks].’ 
  H: 不行我的不夠了.  

‘No, mine are not enough.’ 

 

After the identification of requests, the requests were then analyzed and coded 

according to the analytical framework, including three main components of alerter, 

head act, and modification. The detailed illustrations of the analytical framework are 

presented in the following 3.3 Analytical Framework.  

 

3.3 Analytical Framework 

The analytical framework was based primarily on Blum-Kulka et al.’s (1989) 

classifications in the CCSARP. According to Blum-Kulka et al., a request sequence 

can consist of alerter, head act, and modification. An alerter is the opener of a request 

and is used for alerting the hearer’s attention to the ensuing speech act. The head act is 
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the core and minimal essential unit for performing a request and it can be realized by 

different mutually exclusive request strategies. Modification includes internal and 

external modifications and it can be used to mitigate or aggravate the imposition of 

the head act (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989). Consider the example: “Amy, give me some 

water. I am thirsty”. In this utterance, “give me some water” is the head act, the core 

of the request; “Amy” is the alerter; and “I am thirsty” is the external modification, 

and “some” is the internal modification. Among those three components, the head act 

is the obligatory and essential component, whereas the alerter and modification are 

optional. Moreover, the degree of illocutionary force not only varies with the head act 

but is also mitigated or aggravated by the alerter and modification, showing different 

degrees of politeness. For example, indirect strategies, such as “Could you give me 

the book?”, are less forceful requests; alerters, such as “darling” or “hey”, show an 

intimate attitude and can lessen the force; internal modifications, such as “please” or 

“quickly”, and external modifications, such as grounders or threats, can reduce and 

increase the imposition of requests.  

In Blum-Kulka et al.’s (1989) classifications, there are nine request strategies 

available for use in the head act: mood derivable (e.g., “Clean up that mess.”), 

performative (e.g., “I am asking you to clean up the mess.”), hedged performative 

(e.g., “I would like to ask you to give your presentation a week earlier than 

scheduled.”), obligation statement (locution derivable) (e.g., “You’ll have to move 

that cat.”), want statement (e.g., “I really wish you would stop bothering me.”), 

suggestory formula (e.g., “How about cleaning up?”), query preparatory (e.g., “Could 

you clear up the kitchen?”), strong hint (e.g., “You have left the kitchen in a right 

mess.”), and mild hint (e.g., “I am a nun.” in response to a persistent hassler).  

The nine strategies are grouped into three levels of directness: direct strategies, 

conventionally indirect strategies, and non-conventionally indirect strategies. Direct 
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requests are more transparent in illocution, and their illocutionary force is derived 

from linguistic indicators (i.e., mood derivable, performative, and hedged 

performative), or from the semantic content of the utterance (i.e., obligation 

statements, and want statements) (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989). Conventionally indirect 

requests (i.e., suggestory formulae and query preparatory) “realize the act by 

reference to contextual preconditions necessary for its performance” (Blum-Kulka & 

Olshtain, 1984, p. 201). Non-conventionally indirect requests (i.e., strong hints and 

mild hints) are mainly dependent on the contexts; that is, illocutionary intents are 

determined by contextually relevant clues, such as interpersonal information and 

situational information (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989).  

Additionally, the alerter (i.e., opener) can be a title/role, name, nickname, 

endearment term, offensive term, greeting, or vocative (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; Ho, 

2007). With regard to modification, it consists of internal modification and external 

modification, and there are various mitigating and aggravating modifiers for both. 

Mitigating internal modifications, such as the use of a polite marker or an appealer, 

and mitigating external modifications, such as the use of a grounder or the promise of 

reward, are used to reduce the force of the request; on the other hand, aggravating 

internal modifications, such as the use of an intensifier or an expletive, and 

aggravating external modifications, such as the use of a threat or an insult, are used to 

increase the force of the request (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989)4. 

To answer our research questions about the strategies that children use to make 

requests to their peers and about how they adjust their requests, following 

Blum-Kulka et al.’s (1989) coding scheme, three components were coded in the 

present study, head act, alerter, and modification, and each component included 

4 Note that there are many instances of modifications in Blum-Kulka et al.’s framework, but we have 
only listed some as examples. 
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different categories. However, some adaptions were made because some of categories 

were inapplicable to our data; the detailed illustration of our adaption, the studies we 

referred to (Kuo, 2010; Chen, 2010, Ervin-Tripp, et al., 1990; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 

1984; Ho, 2007), and the instances of our classifications are presented as follows.  

 

I. Head Act 

 Some request strategies were modified in this study. Performatives, hedged 

performatives, and obligation statements were deleted as they were not found in our 

data. In addition, our hint category is different from the one in Blum-Kulka et al.’s 

(1989) study. We do not use the term hint but rather “problem indication”5 because 

according to some research (Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984), it 

is claimed that although preschool children are able to produce and understand 

non-conventionally indirect requests, they may not use hints tactfully until the age of 

eight or upward. In other words, when preschool children produce non-conventionally 

indirect requests, they attempt to indicate the problems, the causes for an action, in the 

immediate context with their hearer; then, the hearer can carry out the action desired 

by the speakers because they can recognize “the behavior that is typical or appropriate 

in the situation” (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984).  

 To be specific, five strategies of the head act were coded in this study, including 

mood derivable, want statement, suggestory formula, query preparatory, and problem 

indication, and these strategies were categorized into direct requests, conventionally 

indirect requests, and non-conventionally indirect requests on the basis of their 

illocutionary explicitness.  

 

 

5 I am grateful for the suggestion of the committee member, Prof. Chen.  
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A. Direct request strategy 

a. Mood derivable  

The grammatical mood of the verb in an utterance signals the illocutionary 

force as a request. Imperatives are the typical form of a mood derivable strategy; 

in some studies, imperatives are used in substitution for the term of mood 

derivable. Additionally, sometimes imperatives can be elliptical in certain 

contexts; that is, naming what is wanted without a verb is heard as a request with 

the social force of an imperative (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; Gordon & 

Ervin-Tripp, 1984). Further, according to Searle (1975), prohibition can be 

classified under the category of directives which are defined as attempts to get 

the hearer to do something and express the speaker’s wish or desire that the 

hearer carries out an act. Thus, prohibition statements (i.e., negative imperatives: 

imperatives with a negative auxiliary) are included in mood derivable here, and 

they are used to prohibit the hearer from doing something or to order that 

something cannot be done (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; Kuo, 2010). 

For example: 

 給我水 (Imperative) 
Give me water. 

 水 / 那個 (Imperative ellipsis) 
Water. / That one. 

 不要碰我的書 (Prohibition statement) 
Do not touch my book.’ 

b. Want statement 

The speakers’ desire, need, or wishes are expressed in an utterance to get the 

hearers to carry out the requested act. Linguistic devices that signal the intent to 

make a request to the hearers in want statements include: 想 ‘wish/want’, 要 

‘want/need’, 需要 ‘need’, and 希望 ‘hope’ (Kuo, 2010).  
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For example: 

 我想喝水. 
I want to drink some water. 

 我需要那支鉛筆 
I need that pencil. 

B. Conventionally indirect request strategy 

a. Suggestory formula 

The speakers express the request intent in an utterance by a 

conventionalized form of suggestion. The typical conventionalized suggestory 

formulae used to issue requests include: …怎麼樣/如何? ‘How/What about…?’ 

(Kuo, 2010).    

For example: 

 再玩一次怎麼樣?  
How about playing again? 

 分一點糖果給我如何?  
How about sharing some candies with me? 

b. Query preparatory 

The utterances contain a reference to preparatory conditions referring to the 

feasibility of a request by querying the hearers’ ability, willingness, availability, 

possibility, or permission to perform the request. The conventional forms include: 

(你)能不能…?/(你)能…嗎? ‘Can/Could/ Will/Would you…?’, and (你)可(以)不

可以…?/ (你)可以…嗎? ‘Can/Could/ Will/Would you…?’ (Kuo, 2010).  

 For example: 

 能不能分我一些糖果?  
Can/Could you share some of the candies with me?’ 

 你可以分我一些糖果嗎?  
Can/Will you share some of the candies with me?’ 
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C. Non-conventionally indirect request strategy 

a. Problem indication 

The speakers do not explicitly convey the illocutionary intent in an 

utterance, but a partial reference to the objects or elements needed for the 

completion of a request may be contained in the utterance. For an utterance to be 

interpreted as a request is highly dependent on the context, such as the nature of 

the interlocutor or the situation. The instances of this category are from 

preschool children’ usage; they use a problem indication to point out a problem, 

the cause for an action, and they assume that others will know what they want 

and then make a response. Statements or questions can be included in this 

strategy. 

For example:  

 我的書呢? (Intent: asking to return the book) 
Where is my book? 

 我要讀書了 (Intent: asking to be quiet) 
I have to study. 
 

II. Alerter 

An alerter serves as an attention-getter and precedes the utterance of the head act. 

Most alerters in Chinese are realized as terms of address, indicating social distance or 

social status. There are two categories found in the study, name and vocative, which 

are seen as intimate alerters (Ho, 2007). 

A. Name: 王美麗 ‘Mei-li Wang’; 小明 ‘Xiao-ming’ 

For example: 

 小明你看這個 ‘Xiao-ming, look at this.’ 

B. Vocative: 喂/嘿/欸 ‘Hey/Yo’ 

For example: 

 欸你看 ‘Hey, look.’ 
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III. Modification 

 Modification includes internal modification and external modification, and both 

types of modifications have different mitigating and aggravating modifiers.  

A. Internal modification 

Internal modification is applied to modify the head act internally and is 

categorized into two categories, mitigating and aggravating internal modification, 

which function to lessen or to increase the degree of imposition in a request. Four 

modifiers were found under mitigating internal modification in this study, including 

politeness expression, understater, downtoner, and appealer, while only one modifier 

was found under aggravating internal modification, that is, intensifier. 

a. Politeness expression  

A polite and respectful expression is added to the head act to bid for 

cooperative behavior. The instances of politeness expression include 請 ‘please’, 

勞駕 ‘excuse me’, 拜託 ‘please’, 麻煩 ‘please’, and 幫 ‘help’6 (Kuo, 2010; 

Chen, 2010). However, only the expression 幫 bang ‘help’ is found in the data.  

For example: 

 幫我開門 
Help me open the door.7 

b. Understater 

An adverbial or adjectival modifier used by a speaker to under-represent the 

state of affairs in the situation that led to the utterance of the request. For 

example, 一點 ‘a little’, 一些 ‘some’, 一點/有點 ‘a little; a (little) bit’.  

For example:  

6 Based on Sealey’s (1999) study, Chen (2010) suggested that 幫 ‘help’ is seen as a polite request 
marker as, when children use “help”, they not only “mark a request intent” that they need someone to 
do an act, but also “defer to the immediate requirement of politeness in interaction” (Chen, 2010). 
7 The degree of imposition in the use of this imperative is reduced by the lexical item, 幫 ‘to help’. It 
not only indicates the intent of the speaker in making a request of someone to help to open a door, but 
also shows the speaker’s deference to the need for politeness. 
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 給我一些餅乾 
Give me some cookies. 

 安靜一點  
Be quiet a little bit. 

 你有點吵  
You are a little loud. 

c. Downtoner 

A sentence final particle used to modulate the impact of a request, such as 

喔 O, 啦 La, 嘛 Ma, 啊 A, and 耶 Ye (Kuo, 2010; Ho, 2007). 

     For example: 

 不要碰我的玩具喔 
Do not touch my toy. 

 給我一枝鉛筆嘛 
Give me a pencil. 

d. Appealer 

An element used by a speaker to appeal to the understanding of the hearer 

and to elicit a response. An appealer occurs in a syntactically final position and 

signals turn-availability. The common realization is tags. For example, …好不

好?/…好嗎?/…可以嗎? ‘…ok?; …will you?’.  

     For example: 

 把書放回去好嗎?  
Put the book back, OK? 

 給我一塊餅乾可以嗎?  
Give me one cookie, will you? 

e. Intensifier  

An adverbial modifier is used to intensify the proposition of an utterance or 

stress the urgency of a request. For example, 立即/馬上/快點 ‘immediately; 

right now; quickly’.  

For example: 

 馬上把門關上 
Close the door right now. 
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 快點把娃娃給我 
Give me the doll quickly. 

B. External modification 

 External modification is used to modify a head act externally and often precedes 

or follows the head act. There are two categories in external modification, mitigating 

external modification and aggravating external modification, which serve to modulate 

and strengthen the force of requests. There is only one modifier observed in our data 

under mitigating and aggravating external modifications separately, which are 

grounder and threat. A grounder or a threat can not only be used to increase or 

decrease the impact of requests, but they can also be used as persuasive tactics, which 

can be applied by a speaker in order to obtain his/her goal in an effective way. 

a. Grounder  

The speakers give reasons, explanations, or justifications for their requests, 

which may precede or follow head acts.  

For example: 

 這是我的你不要碰 
This is mine. Do not touch it. 

 請安靜我要讀書 
Please be quiet. I need to study. 

b. Threat  

The speaker threatens the hearer with the potential consequences arising out 

of non-compliance with a request in order to the compliance of the hearer. 

For example: 

 玩具還我不然我就打你 
Give the toy back to me, or I’ll hit you. 

 不要拿我的玩具不然我就不跟你玩了 
Do not take my toy, or I will not play with you anymore. 
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 To summarize, the children’s utterances of requests were classified into three 

components, the head act, alerter, and modification, and then were coded into 

different categories under each component. The coding system was conducted on the 

basis of the CLAN (Child Language Analysis) program. The coding categories 

include (1) head act: mood derivable, want statement, suggestory formula, query 

preparatory, and problem indication, (2) alerter: name and vocative, and (3) 

modification: politeness expression, understater, downtoner, appealer, intensifier, 

grounder, and threat. Overall, a request act can consist of three sequences, which are 

the pre-sequence, main act, and post-sequence. The pre-sequence includes an alerter 

and external modification; the main act includes the head act and internal 

modification; and the post-sequence includes external modification. However, only 

the head act in the main act is essential and obligatory, while the alerter, internal 

modification and external modification are additional and optional. See Figure 1 

below for the whole framework.  
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Pre-sequence 

 Alerter: Name, Vocative 

 External modification: Grounder, Threat 

 

Main act 

 Head act: Mood derivable, Want statement, Suggestory formula, Query 

preparatory, Problem indication 

 Internal modification: Politeness expression, Understater, Downtoner, 

Appealer, Intensifier 

 

Post-sequence 

 External modification: Grounder, Threat 

 

Figure 1. Summary of the Analytical Framework in the Present Study 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

 The results of the analysis of children’s use of request strategies and the 

adjustments of requests are shown in this chapter. The request strategies that the 

children employed in peer interactions are presented in 4.1, and how they adjusted 

their requests with alerters and modifications are presented in 4.2 and 4.3, 

respectively.  

 

4.1 Children’s Use of Request Strategies 

 There were 518 tokens of request strategies found in the data, and the tokens of 

three levels of directness of requests are presented in Table 3 below. The results show 

that a direct strategy (93.05%) was used the most frequently, and then a 

non-conventionally indirect strategy (6.56%), and a conventionally indirect strategy 

(0.39%).  

 

Table 3 

Frequency of Direct, Conventionally Indirect, and Non-conventionally Indirect 

Strategies 

 Tokens Percentage (%) 

Direct 482 93.05 

Conventionally indirect 2 0.39 

Non-conventionally indirect 34 6.56 

Total 518 100 

 

 

48 
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The whole picture of all of the request strategies is displayed in Table 4 in order 

to understand children’s production of requests in a complete way; mood derivable 

and want statement belong to direct request, suggestory formula and query 

preparatory belong to conventionally indirect request, and problem indication belongs 

to non-conventionally indirect request.  

 

Table 4 

Frequency of All Request Strategies 

  Tokens Percentage (%) 

Direct Mood derivable 478 92.28 

 Want statement 4 0.77 

Conventionally indirect Suggestory formula 1 0.19 

 Query preparatory 1 0.19 

Non-conventionally indirect Problem indication 34 6.56 

Total  518 100 

 

Table 4 displays that, in the category of direct request, mood derivable (478) was 

used more frequently than a want statement (4); in the category of conventionally 

indirect request, only one token was found of the use of suggestory formula and of the 

use of query preparatory, respectively; and, in the category of non-conventionally 

indirect request, 34 tokens were found of the use of problem indication. In comparing 

all of the five strategies, mood derivable (92.28%) was the most prevalent strategy, 

and it was followed in declining amount of use by problem indication (6.56%), want 

statement (0.77%), and suggestory formula (0.19%) and query preparatory (0.19%), 

respectively. 

The findings indicate that the children were more likely to employ direct 
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requests, especially mood derivable, when interacting with peers. It was observed that 

the children usually participated in the activity-based interactions with their peers 

when being recorded, mostly playing with toys, and that they tended to request each 

other directly. See examples (1) and (2). 

 

(1)  

Context: ZHI and LIN were playing with blocks to build a house.  

→1. *ZHI: 拿過來. 
   Take it here. 
→2. *ZHI: 那一個也拿過來 [% 指向另一個積木]. 
   Take that one here, too [% pointing to another block]. 

(2) 

Context: LIN and NIN were building roads with blocks, but then NIN stated to play 

with another toy.  

1. *NIN: 好厲害喔. 
  It is amazing. 
2. *NIN: <這樣玩具> [>] 就甩出去了. 
  <Doing this and the toy> [>] was thrown away. 
3. *LIN: <我們> [<] +…  
  <We > [<] +… 

  →4. *LIN: 不要玩了我們還要做路耶. 
   Stop playing; we still need to build the roads. 

 

In example (1), ZHI and LIN were building a house with blocks together and 

both played different roles; ZHI’s role was to build the house while LIN’s was to be a 

helper to give blocks to ZHI. When ZHI needed a block, she usually used direct 

requests to ask LIN to give her blocks, such as 拿過來 ‘Take it here’ (Line 1) and 那

一個也拿過來 ‘Take that one here, too’ (Line 2). In example (2), LIN and NIN were 

building roads together, but NIN was distracted to the other toy. Thus, to make NIN 

return to their work, LIN made a prohibition statement to ask NIN to stop playing and 
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to keep building the roads (Line 4).   

The examples revealed that the children were inclined to make their requests to 

their peers in a direct way with clear directions in the activity-based interactions. The 

children seemed to notice their partnerships and cooperation that both of them were 

cooperating to achieve the communicative goal (i.e., the shared goal of completing the 

activity together) (Chen, 2013). That is to say, on the basis of children’s cooperative 

relationship, the children knew that it would be appropriate to request their peers 

directly when they were engaged in the same activity with a common goal such as 

building a house or roads together. In such situations, children tend to be 

effective-oriented and use direct strategies to control their partners as an instrument to 

complete a task (Ervin-Tripp et al. 1990; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp 1984). 

Apart from the primary use of direct request, the second most frequently used 

request was the non-conventionally indirect request, namely, problem indication (see 

Table 4). Upon a closer inspection, the reason why a non-conventionally indirect 

request was commonly used may be explained by the fact that the intention of the 

request with the use of problem indication was clear in the immediate context. See 

example (3) below.  

 

(3)  

Context: LIN was picking up the dropped toys, and ZHI was holding a tray for LIN to 

put them on and also giving LIN directions as to where the dropped toys were.  

→1. *ZHI: 還有兩個在這裡. 
   There are two more here. 
→2. *ZHI: 還有兩個. 
   There are two more. 

%sit: LIN 撿起玩具給 ZHI 
LIN picks up the toys and gives them to ZHI. 
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In example (3), ZHI and LIN were taking some toys out of a cabinet but they 

accidently dropped them on the floor, so they picked up the dropped toys together. As 

presented in the example, ZHI knew that she did not need to explicitly ask LIN to 

pick up the toys because ZHI and LIN both had the same goal to pick up the toys. 

Instead, ZHI used the non-conventionally indirect requests to say to LIN that 還有兩

個在這裡 ‘There are two more here’ (Line 1) and 還有兩個 ‘There are two more’ 

(Line 2), and then LIN followed her directions to pick the toys up. This example 

shows that the intent of a non-conventionally indirect request can be as obvious as 

that of a direct request when both of the interlocutors in the immediate context share 

the same contextual information, and that the children had no difficulty in interpreting 

the intention of the request in the other person’s utterance and thus carried out the 

requested acts. Hence, even though the speaker did not use a direct request, the hearer 

understood what he/she was requested to do, revealing that the use of problem 

indication was sufficient to convey the speaker’s request intent. In addition, it was 

observed that the children were also inclined to use non-conventionally indirect 

requests in the right-claiming or responsibility-stating conditions. Consider examples 

(4) and (5). 

 

(4)  

Context: NIN and CAI were ringing the bells.  

1. *NIN: 再拍一次 [% 自言自語]. 
  Hit it again [% talking to himself]. 
2. *CAI: ei:@u 不是 [% 自言自語]. 
  ei:@u no [% talking to himself]. 

→3. *CAI: 欸這邊是我的那邊是你的.  
   Hey, these are mine and those are yours. 

  %exp: NIN 過去搖 CAI 的鈴鐺. 
  NIN goes to ring CAI’s bell. 
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(5)  

Context: CAI was tidying up the toys but JUN was not, so CAI asked JUN to do it.  

→1. *CAI: 欸剛剛是誰踢的就誰收.  
 Hey, the one who has just kicked the toys is the one who should tidy 

them up.  
(Some utterances are skipped here. During this period, JUN did not help to tidy 
up the toys but played with some other ones.) 
2. *JUN: 喔累死啦 [% 躺在地上]. 
  Oh, I am dead tired [% lying down on the floor]. 
 

As presented in example (4), when NIN rang the bells belonging to CAI, CAI 

told him that 欸這邊是我的那邊是你的 ‘Hey, these are mine and those are yours’ 

(Line 3). CAI, by claiming their respective possession of the toys, implicitly indicated 

to NIN that he was not allowed to and had no right to touch his bells. In example (5), 

when the playtime was over, JUN and CAI had to tidy up the toys together, but JUN 

did not help. Thus, CAI made a non-conventionally indirect request to JUN by saying

欸剛剛是誰踢的就誰收 ‘Hey, the one who has just kicked the toys is the one who 

should tidy them up’ (Line 1). CAI not only claimed that both of them had the 

responsibility to tidy up the toys together by the use of problem indication, but also 

implied that his rights had been damaged, because, after all, it was not his obligation 

to tidy up all of the toys that both of them had played with. 

Both examples show that children tend to use problem indication in requesting 

when matter has to do with rights or responsibilities. This suggests that children are 

aware that making requests about rights or responsibilities might easily causes 

discomfort (Kuo, 2010), such as when asking a hearer to cease the use of the 

speaker’s possessions or making claims about one’s rights and responsibilities when 

the majority of the work is done unevenly in a joint task. Therefore, children are 

inclined to use the less forceful strategy of problem indication to avoid discomfort or 
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conflicts. Again, it could be suggested that children are sensitive to the contextual 

factors and hence perceive problem indication as an appropriate strategy. That is, the 

child speakers are likely to assume that hearers will share the same contextual 

information with them in immediate contexts and understand what must be done to 

fulfil the needs of the situation. In brief, the children were able to use a 

non-conventionally indirect strategy to communicate the intent of their requests in an 

adequate way and to mitigate the force of the request on the hearers (Kuo, 2010). 

Next, as to the use of conventionally indirect request, there was only one case 

each found with the use of suggestory formula and with the use of query preparatory, 

respectively (see Table 4). Consider the following examples (6) and (7).  

 

(6) 

Context: JUN and CAI were playing with a spinning top. Then, CAI asked JUN if they 

could stop playing with it and suggested playing with other toys. 

1. *CAI: 欸我們不要玩這個好不好? 
  Hey, let’s not play with this, okay? 

  →2. *CAI: 我們玩這個怎麼樣 [% 拿積木]? 
   How about playing this [% taking blocks]? 

(7)  

Context: LIN and CAI were building tracks with blocks together; then, CAI asked LIN 

to help him build the tracks which belonged to his part of the work.  

1. *LIN: 我需要幾個 [= 軌道]. 
  I need some [= tracks]. 

%act: 去拿更多軌道. 
  Taking some more tracks. 
2. *CAI: 需要八十六個. 
  Need eighty-six. 
3. *LIN: xxx. 

→4. *CAI: 欸 LIN 你可不可以幫我拼? 
   Hey LIN, can you help me build it? 
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In example (6), CAI wanted to stop an ongoing activity and to play with other 

blocks. CAI seemed to know that initiating a new form of play might result in 

non-compliance from the hearer, so he conveyed his request intent through the use of 

a suggestory formula (Line 2) so as to test the hearer’s cooperativeness by making the 

request more tentative (Trosborg, 1995). Note that this type of utterance can not only 

function as a request but also serve as a topic initiator. In example (7), LIN and CAI 

were building tracks with blocks together but were in charge of building different 

parts. Then, CAI needed help, so he asked LIN to help him build the tracks that he 

was in charge of. In this situation, CAI was able to realize that he was requesting for 

help for a matter that was his responsibility, and so LIN might not be willing to agree 

to such a request; and, moreover, LIN would also be interrupted in what she was 

doing if she were willing to assist him. By employing the query preparatory (Line 4), 

CAI not only manifested his request intent but also showed his concern for the 

hearer’s abilities and willingness, which thus attenuated the imposition. The case of 

query preparatory revealed that the hearer’s ability/willingness to perform intended 

request acts could be one decisive condition for the speaker to make the proper 

request (Trosborg, 1995). 

In general, the results show that the children were able to utilize various kinds of 

request strategies. Although the children preferred to use direct requests, especially 

mood derivable, they could also employ requests differently depending on the hearers’ 

and situational factors, knowing when to attenuate the force of a request or when to 

issue explicit directions.  

 

4.2 Children’s Use of Alerters in Requests 

 As mentioned previously, an alerter, an optional element in a request sequence, 

functions to get the interlocutor to pay attention to the ensuing request. There were 
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two types of alerters observed in the data, namely, name and vocative. The 

frequencies of the children’s use of alerters, including ‘No alerter’, ‘Name’, 

‘Vocative’, and ‘Combination’ (i.e., both name and vocative), are listed in Table 5. It 

shows that the children did not use alerters during the majority of the time in which 

they were being recorded (83.40%), but when they needed to use alerters, they were 

more likely to use vocative (12.36%) than name (2.70%); the combination of both a 

name and a vocative was also used in the request, but the cases were few (1.54%).  

 

Table 5 

Frequency of Alerters in the Children’s Requests 

 Tokens Percentage (%) 

No alerter 432 83.40 

Name 14 2.70 

Vocative 64 12.36 

Combination 8 1.54 

Total 518 100 

 

 In general, the children did not use alerters in requests when the interlocutors had 

joint attention. However, when a speaker wanted to make a request and noticed that 

the hearer did not pay attention, the speaker would try to get the attention of the 

hearer by alerting him/her. Usually, the children used one alerter in a request, 

especially vocative, but there were a few instances that contained both name and 

vocative. See examples (8) and (9).  
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(8) 

Context: DOR and SAL are pretending to ice-skate.  

1. *DOR: 溜冰溜冰溜冰溜冰. 
  Skating, skating, skating, and skating. 

→2. *SAL: 欸你沒有 <轉> [//] 繞圈圈. 
   Hey, you are not <turning> [//] rounding in circle. 

3. *SAL: 飄阿飄阿飄. 
  Floating, floating, and floating. 
4. *SAL: 你跟著我. 
  You follow me. 

(9) 

Context: When JUN was throwing blocks at CAI’s bottom, CAI put one block of the 

track, which CAI pretended was a hat, on his head and then asked JUN to do it like 

him. 

%sit: JUN 拿積木丟 CAI. 
  JUN is throwing the blocks to CAI. 
1. *CAI: xxx. 

%act: 拿軌道當帽子放在頭上.  
  Pretending that the track was a hat and putting it on his head.  

  →2. *CAI: 欸 JUN 換你這樣 (.) 我剛才有戴了. 
   Hey JUN, it is your turn to do this (.) I have worn it just now. 

%sit: JUN 持續拿積木丟 CAI. 
  JUN keeps on throwing the blocks at CAI. 

 

 The situation in example (8) was that SAL asked DOR to play at pretend skating 

with her and to follow her; however, DOR did not follow SAL to skate in a circle but 

skated on her own way. Then, SAL used a vocative, 欸 ‘Hey’, to catch DOR’s 

attention, and made the request to indicate that DOR should skate in a circle like her 

(Line 2). In example (9), JUN kept throwing blocks at CAI; then, CAI put a block on 

his head and wanted JUN to do the same, too. CAI used the combined alerter, 欸 

JUN ‘Hey JUN’ to make JUN pay attention to him because JUN’s attention was on 
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throwing the blocks, and made the request to JUN to put a block on his head in the 

same way he was doing. The examples show that children are able to assess whether 

the requestees are paying attention to them or not before issuing requests, and, if not, 

they will attempt to catch their attention by the use of alerters. Note that although 

example (9) presents an instance of a child’s use of the combined alerter of vocative 

with name, such cases were infrequent in the data, and, in fact, all came from CAI. 

Thus, this usage may be assumed to be an individual difference of CAI because there 

were no cases of such usage found in the utterances of the other children. 

 

4.3 Children’s Use of Modifications in Requests 

This section will examine the use of modifications in the children’s requests. It is 

possible that conflicts between interlocutors could possibly occur since the act of a 

request could cause force to be imposed on the hearer. Therefore, speakers tend to 

modify their requests in polite ways to lessen the imposition and to make the requests 

more persuasive. Nevertheless, in some situations, the speakers might also escalate 

the force so as to achieve their request goal in an effective way. 

Such modifications contain internal modification and external modifications, and 

both types of modification further include mitigating modifiers and aggravating 

modifiers. Table 6 lists the tokens of internal and external modifications and their 

mitigating and aggravating modifiers. It shows that internal modification (161) was 

used more frequently than external modification (48), and that there were more 

mitigating modifiers than aggravating modifiers either in internal modification (125 

vs. 36) or in external modification (43 vs. 5).  
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Table 6  

Tokens of Mitigating and Aggravating Modifiers in Internal and External 

Modification 

 Internal modification External modification 

Mitigating modifier 125 43 

Aggravating modifier 36 5 

Total  161 48 

 

Next, the distribution of the frequency of each modifier in internal modification 

and in external modification is presented in Table 7 below. The mitigating downtoner 

(41.61%) was the most commonly used modifier in internal modification, followed, in 

declining order of frequency of use, by the aggravating intensifier (22.36%), the 

mitigating appealer (15.53%), the mitigating politeness expression (13.66%), and the 

mitigating understater (6.83%), respectively. The mitigating grounder (89.58%) was 

the most commonly used modifier in external modification, and the aggravating threat 

(10.42%) was less used. In comparing the number of the tokens of all of the modifiers, 

the three most frequently used modifiers were downtoner (67), grounder (43), and 

intensifier (36), respectively. And, following these three, from high to low in declining 

order of use, were appealer (25), polite expression (22), understater (11), and threat 

(5), respectively. 
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Table 7 

Frequency of the Modifiers Used in the Internal Modification and External 

Modification 

 Internal modification External modification 

 Modifier Tokens (%) Modifier Tokens (%) 

Mitigating 
Politeness 

expression 
22 (13.66) Grounder  43 (89.58) 

 Understater 11 (6.83)   

 Downtoner  67 (41.61)   

 Appealer  25 (15.53)   

Aggravating Intensifier 36 (22.36) Threat  5 (10.42) 

Total  161 (100)  48 (100) 

 

Since modifications are usually used to attenuate or escalate the force related to a 

request, we should examine how they were employed in requests by children. Table 8 

lists the frequency distribution of direct (D), conventionally indirect (CI), and 

non-conventionally indirect (NCI) requests with the number of modifications. It 

shows that the children tended not to use modification in general. If we put ‘No 

modification’ aside, we can see that there was a higher possibility that the direct 

request category would be modified, especially as there were totally 21 tokens of two 

to four modifications in the direct request category, while there were none in the 

conventionally indirect request and non-conventionally indirect request categories. 
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Table 8 

Frequency of Direct, Conventionally Indirect, and Non-conventionally Indirect 

Requests with the Number of Modifications 

 D CI NCI 

No modification 306 (63.49%) 1 (50%) 26 (76.47%) 

One modification 155 (32.16%) 1 (50%) 8 (23.53%) 

Two modifications 19 (3.94%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Three modifications 1 (0.21%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Four modifications 1 (0.21%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Total  482 (100%) 2 (100%) 34 (100%) 

 

To examine in more detail about how request strategies and modifications were 

used together, the following Table 9 presents the frequency of each request strategy 

with or without the use of a modifier. Direct request (D) includes mood derivable 

(MOOD) and want statements (WANT); conventionally indirect request (CI) includes 

suggestory formula (SUG) and query preparatory (QUERY); and non-conventionally 

indirect request (NCI) includes problem indication (PROB). In the category of 

modification, politeness expression (PE), understate (UN), downtoner (DO), and 

appealer (AP) are the mitigating internal modifiers, and intensifier (IF) is the 

aggravating internal modifier; and, grounder (GR) is the mitigating external modifier 

and threat (THR) is the aggravating external modifier.  
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Table 9 

Frequency of Each Request Strategy with/without a Modifier 

 
D  CI  NCI 

MOOD WANT SUG QUERY PROB 

No modification 302 4 1 0 26 

PE 14 0 0 1 1 

UN 7 0 0 0 0 

DO 51 0 0 0 5 

AP 23 0 0 0 0 

IF 28 0 0 0 0 

GR 27 0 0 0 2 

THR 5 0 0 0 0 

PE + DO 2 0 0 0 0 

PE + AP 1 0 0 0 0 

PE + IF 2 0 0 0 0 

UN + IF 1 0 0 0 0 

UN + GR 1 0 0 0 0 

DO + IF 1 0 0 0 0 

DO + GR 6 0 0 0 0 

AP + GR 1 0 0 0 0 

IF + GR 4 0 0 0 0 

UN + DO + GR 1 0 0 0 0 

PE + UN + DO + GR 1 0 0 0 0 

Total  478 4 1 1 34 
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Table 9 shows that apart from the dominant use of ‘No modification’ in every 

strategy, mood derivable was the most frequently modified strategy. In direct request, 

mood derivable was usually modified with DO (51), IF (28), GR (27), AP (23), and 

PE (14), while none of the four tokens of the want statement were modified, which is 

consistent with Gordon & Ervin-Tripp’s (1984) claim that children seldom give 

reasons when stating their needs and wants as requests. Noticeably, there were 21 

cases in total of one strategy with two to four modifications in the use of the mood 

derivable strategy, but none in other strategies. As for conventionally indirect requests, 

only PE (1) was found in query preparatory; and as for non-conventionally indirect 

requests, three kinds of modifiers were found, DO (5), GR (2), and PE (1).  

So far, we have seen what modifications that are used with request strategies. A 

qualitative examination of the modifications used by the children in their requests is 

demonstrated in the following so as to understand the different ways that the 

modifications were employed. We will first examine the instances of one strategy with 

one modification, and then the instances of one strategy with multiple modifications.  

First of all, let us consider the cases of one strategy with one internal 

modification. In internal modification (i.e., PE, UN, DO, AP, IF), the most prevalently 

used form of internal modification was a downtoner (56) (Table 9). On closer 

examination, it was found that a downtoner was not only used to soften the 

illocutionary force of the request, but also used to imply the speakers’ tentativeness 

and the possibility of negotiation (Zhang, 1995). Consider examples (10) and (11).  

 

(10) 

Context: ZHI and JUN were playing at pretending that they were family living in a 

house, which was made of blocks. 

→1. *JUN: 欸這裡還要ㄧ條路啊. 
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   Hey, this place needs one more road. 
2. *ZHI: 可是 <我這> [//] 家裡會很亂耶. 
  But <my place> [//] the house will be messy. 
3. *JUN: 這樣我才能去開車啊. 
  This way is the only way that I can drive the car. 

(11) 

Context: At the beginning of the recording, LIN and NIN did not know what to play, 

and then LIN asked NIN to build a house with blocks together. 

→1. *LIN: 來做個房屋吧. 
   Let’s make a house. 

2. *LIN: 我們要做什麼? 
  What will we do? 
3. *NIN: 0 [=! 搖頭]. 
  0 [=! shaking head]. 

 

In example (10), when JUN asked ZHI to make another road for him to drive the 

car, he toned down his request with 啊 A (Line 1). JUN used the downtoner to make 

his request seem less coercive and more tentative since he was not sure whether ZHI 

would build the road for him. Also, in example (11), LIN tried to initiate an activity 

for them to play together, but as she was not confident that NIN would comply with 

her, she added 吧 Ba (Line 1) to attenuate the force of her request and make it seem 

tentative. After LIN made her request, NIN looked at LIN but did not say anything, so 

LIN then asked NIN 我們要做什麼 ‘What will we do’ (Line 2). It shows that LIN 

knew that NIN may not have wanted to build a house, and so she then asked NIN for 

his opinion about what they should do. Both examples show that children are likely to 

use a downtoner to modulate the force of a request and show their tentativeness and 

the possibility of further discussion when they are not sure about a peer’s compliance 

or cooperativeness. The next most commonly used internal modifiers were the 

aggravating intensifier (28), the mitigating appealer (23), and the mitigating politeness 
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expression (16), whereas the least used one was the mitigating understater (7) (Table 

9). It was observed that children used an intensifier when their peer partners were 

distracted in doing other things or did not attend to their ongoing activities. The 

speakers tended to reinforce their requests in such situations by adding an intensifier 

to urge them to carry out the requested act. For example, as in (12) and (13):  

 

(12) 

Context: ZHI and LIN were building a castle with blocks together, but then LIN 

started to play with a triangular block.  

1. *ZHI: 不要在滾了 [= 滾積木]. 
  Stop rolling [= rolling the block]. 

→2. *ZHI: 快點放三角錐. 
   Put the triangular block on quickly.  

(13) 

Context: LIN and CAI were building a house together, but then CAI went to talk to 

another child. 

→1. *LIN: 趕快做房子. 
   Build the house quickly. 

2. *CAI: 好啦. 
  OK. 
3. *CAI: 王老先生有塊地 [= 唱歌]. 

   Old MacDonald had a farm [= singing]. 

 

 In example (12), LIN stopped building the castle with ZHI and rolled a block on 

the ground. ZHI asked LIN to stop rolling the block and urged her to put the 

triangular block on its place quickly to make her get back to their work, 快點放三角

錐 ‘Put the triangular block on quickly’ (Line 2). Then, LIN stopped playing with the 

block and resumed building their castle. Likewise, example (13) shows that CAI did 

not build the house with LIN but went to talk to another child. As CAI was distracted 
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and did not attend to their current play, LIN reinforced her request with the intensifier 

趕快 ‘quickly’ to urge CAI to get back to their play immediately. Both examples 

show that children usually attempted to urge a partner back to the play when they had 

strayed from an ongoing activity by adding an intensifier so as to signal that the 

requested act should be immediately paid heed to and be carried out by the hearer. 

Next, as for the instances of the use of an appealer, it was discovered that the 

children used it in the situations where their requests would interrupt the work of 

others. On such occasions, the children usually added a tag question to seek for the 

hearer’s agreement and to tone down the degree of imposition on the hearer. An 

example is given below.   

 

(14)  

Context: ZHI and LIN were playing with blocks together, but LIN was building a 

house and ZHI was making a horse. 

→1. *ZHI: 你給我一個長的 [= 積木] 好不好?  
   Give me a long one [= block], OK? 

2. *ZHI: 長的三個的那種喔. 
  The long, triangular one. 

 

Example (14) shows that although ZHI and LIN were playing with blocks 

together, they were each doing their own work respectively. ZHI wanted LIN to help 

her take a long block, but she knew that she would interrupt LIN in doing her own 

work. Thus, she added a tag question 好不好? ‘OK?’ in her request (Line 1) to solicit 

LIN’s permission and also to attenuate the request force. It shows that children are 

able to consider the willingness of a hearer when making a request, particularly when 

the request could interrupt the on-going activities of the hearer. The requests could be 

costly for the requestees on such occasions because the speakers may intrude on the 
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hearer’s current activities; thus, children tend to utilize mitigating devices to make the 

requests less impositive. 

Moreover, the children occasionally used appealers with the first person plural 

pronoun 我們 ‘we; let’s’ when they tried to initiate a new act. The use of the 

inclusive ‘we’ in requests conveys a comparatively less illocutionary force because it 

involves both parties of the conversation; in other words, not only does the speaker 

convey his/her self-intent, but the speaker also shows that he/she has considered the 

willingness of the hearer to agree to the request (Chen, 2010). Therefore, children 

show their adherence to politeness and concern for the willingness of the hearer in 

choosing to use the inclusive ‘we’ rather than to use the default covert or implicit 

second person pronoun ‘you’ (Chen, 2010). For instance, example (15) displays that 

LIN issued the request with ‘we’ and a tag question to initiate a new interactive 

activity. 

 

(15)  

Context: ZHI and LIN were building a house with blocks together. Then, LIN asked 

ZHI to play with some other toys together.  

→1. *LIN: 我們玩這個好不好 [% 拿起玩具]? 
   Let us play this one, OK [% taking the toy]?  

2. *ZHI: <不要啦玩那個不好> [>] 玩. 
  <No, it is no fun playing with that > [>].  
3. *LIN: <xxx 的這個> [<]. 
  <xxx one > [<]. 

 

 Examples (14) and (15) show that the children may know that their interruption 

of an on-going activity and their initiation of a new interactive activity could be seen 

as intrusive or undesired by the hearer, so they were inclined to mitigate their request 

by adding a tag question to appeal for agreement. The children’s use of the appealer 
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and inclusive ‘we’ not only demonstrates their adherence to politeness, but also 

reveals their awareness that the probability of the intended compliance may increase 

with the use of polite and mitigating devices. 

Additionally, regarding the use of politeness expression, only 幫 bang ‘help’ 

was found. The children used it to indicate their inability to carry out an action and to 

show their respect to the hearer for his/her ability to carry out the act (Chen, 2003, 

2010; Kuo, 2010). That is to say, when the children needed assistance from a hearer, 

they seemed to realize their weaker ability and comparatively lower status as the one 

needed help, and thus mitigated their request by using bang ‘help’. Consider example 

(16).  

 

(16)  

Context: ZHI was pulling out the door of the house while her water bottle was in her 

hand. 

1. *ZHI: 什麼東東. 
  What is this? 

%exp: ZHI 想把房子門拆下來可是門卡的很緊 
ZHI is trying to pull the door of the house apart from the house, but 
door is tightly stuck. 

→2. *ZHI: 幫我拿著水壺. 
   Help me by taking the water bottle.  

3. *ZHI: 好了甩開了. 
  OK, it is shaken off. 

 

 Example (16) shows that ZHI was trying to pull out the door of the house, but 

the door was stuck tightly and she had her water bottle in hand. Thus, she asked LIN 

to help her take the water bottle and she tried again. By using bang ‘help’, ZHI 

indicated her inability to pull the door out with the water bottle in hand, as well as her 

deference to politeness in the immediate requirement of LIN’s help. 
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On the other hand, with respect to the cases of one strategy with one external 

modification, there were the mitigating grounder and the aggravating threat; grounder 

and threat could also serve as persuasive tactics because they were usually used by 

children in order to persuade the hearers and obtain their compliance more effectively 

(Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990). As displayed in Table 9, grounder 

(29) was used more frequently than threat (5). It was observed that when the children 

directed their peers to do something which seemed to the hearers to be unconvincing 

or unwanted, the children usually added a grounder to persuade the hearer as well as 

to mitigate the force, such as by giving a reason or a justification. The speakers’ 

request intent became more reasonable and more transparent by using a grounder. 

Consider example (17) below in which LIN modified her request by giving the 

teacher’s order and the negative consequence of CAI’s act as justifications.  

 

(17) 

Context: LIN and CAI were playing with blocks together, but then CAI was distracted 

by other children and started to play with them.  

1. *CAI: 欸你看我的冬瓜餅. 
  Hey, look at my white gourd cake. 

%sit: CAI 在跟其他小朋友玩. 
  CAI is playing other children. 

2. *LIN: 你 +… 
  You +… 

→3. *LIN: CAI 你跟我玩. 
   CAI, you play with me. 
→4. *LIN: 老師說我們兩個一起玩所以你也要玩. 

Teacher said that we two should play together so you should play, too. 
→5. *LIN: CAI 不行打. 
   CAI, you cannot hit it.  
→6. *LIN: 等一下西瓜汁會流出來. 
   The watermelon juice will run out.  
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In example (17), CAI was playing with some other children and LIN requested 

him to play with her (Line 3) and gave the reason (Line 4) that it was ordered by their 

teacher. LIN made the request more compelling by providing the justification of the 

order from someone at a higher status which CAI would be obliged to obey. Then, 

LIN further prohibited CAI from hitting the watermelon (Line 5) by providing the 

justification that his act would break it (Line 6). CAI stopped hitting the watermelon 

after hearing LIN’s requests and came back to play with LIN. This suggests that 

children know that their requests could be undesired by the requestees; hence, they 

may need to justify their requests to make them more reasonable and convincing so as 

to convince their hearer and make them comply. By utilizing a grounder, the request 

became more effective and less forceful.  

Next, although like grounder which was used as a persuasive tactic, the use of 

threat otherwise intensified the request force. As shown in Table 9, there were five 

tokens of threat in total and all were used with mood derivable, of which four tokens 

were of the use of prohibition statement. In fact, all of the cases of threat were uttered 

by ZHI. It was observed that ZHI usually used the prohibition statement with a threat 

when she found that someone was doing something that was undesirable to her, 

especially when her toys were taken; see example (18).  

 

(18)  

Context: ZHI and LIN were playing with blocks together but each making different 

things; ZHI was making a horse while LIN was building a house. When LIN moved to 

pull ZHI’s horse back towards her, ZHI prohibited her from moving it and also 

threatened her. 

1. *LIN: 爛東東開走不見了 [% 把 ZHI 的積木馬往後拉]. 
The useless thing is driving away and is gone [% pulling back ZHI’s 
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horse]. 
→2. *ZHI: 欸不要動 [% 走到她的馬旁邊]. 
   Hey, do not move it [% walking toward her horse]. 
→3. *ZHI: 如果再動一次你就完蛋了.  
   If you move it again, you will be done for. 

  

In the example, when LIN pulled ZHI’s horse back towards her, ZHI prohibited 

her from moving it (Line 2) and threatened that something bad would happen if she 

moved it again (Line 3). It shows that ZHI felt unhappy and used a threat to defend 

her ownership when LIN touched ZHI’s object without her permission. It may also 

show that children may tend to reinforce the degree of the imposition of a request by 

the use of threats to force the hearer to comply when they feel offended. However, the 

examples of the use of threats in the data were all uttered by ZHI and could be due to 

ZHI’s individual difference and preference. It was observed that ZHI usually 

controlled the play no matter who she played with, and that she tended to use direct 

requests or further added threats to make her peers comply with her if someone did 

something that she didn’t want or was undesirable to her.  

As found in the data, a requestee usually complied with the requester when a 

grounder or a threat was used. This reveals that a mitigating grounder or an 

aggravating threat were both persuasive and effective tactics to use to achieve the 

intention of the children’s request. Following Grice’s (1975) point that clarity is 

essential in a successful conversation, the use of these two persuasive devices can be 

seen as a good use of tactics by children when making requests. The use of a grounder 

or a threat can not only make the speaker’s request intent more transparent and 

convincing, but also help the speaker to achieve their request goals effectively and 

successfully. 

In the previous part, we have examined the commonly used instances of 
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children’s requests with one modification, and, in the following part we will 

demonstrate the occasional times when the children employed two to four 

modifications in one strategy. The cases of one strategy with multiple modifications 

were only found with the use of mood derivable strategy, and there were 21 tokens 

with 11 types of usage, including ‘DO+GR’ (6), ‘IF+GR’ (4), ‘PE+DO’ (2), ‘PE+IF’ 

(2), ‘PE+AP’ (1), ‘UN+IF’ (1), ‘UN+GR’ (1), ‘DO+IF’ (1), ‘AP+GR’ (1), 

‘UN+DO+GR’ (1), and ‘PE+ UN+DO+GR’ (1) (see Table 9). Although there seems to 

be little systematic consistency in how the children used these different types of usage, 

upon closer examination, it was discovered that six out of eleven types of usage all 

contained the external mitigating modifier of grounder. This finding may indicate that 

when children modified their requests with more than one modification, they were 

more likely to employ a grounder as one of the multiple modifications in a request. 

Take the two most commonly used types, ‘DO+GR’ (6) and ‘IF+GR’ (4), for instance 

(examples (19) and (20)).  

 

(19) 

Context: DOR and SAL were playing at pretending to deliver some food, and DOR 

was waiting for SAL to deliver the food. 

1. *DOR: 還沒來呀. 
  It has not been delivered yet. 
2. *SAL: 你不要一直說啦. 
  Do not keep on saying it.  

%sit: SAL 東西掉了. 
  SAL’s things were dropped down. 

  →3. *SAL: 不可以看喔. (DO) 
   You cannot look. 
  →4. *SAL: 我要給你一個驚喜. (GR) 
   I want to give you a surprise.  
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(20) 

Context: CAI was tidying up the toys but JUN was playing with a mirror.  

1. *CAI: 你怎麼有這個東西? 
  How come you have this thing? 

  →2. *CAI: 你趕快收. (IF) 
   Tidy things up quickly.  
  →3. *CAI: 為什麼都是我在收你有玩耶. (GR) 

Why I am the only one tidying up the toys? You also played with them. 

 

In example (19), SAL used a prohibition statement with a downtoner and a 

grounder (Lines 3 and 4). When DOR was waiting for SAL to give her the food, 

SAL’s things fell down. The sound made by the dropping was so loud that caught 

DOR’s attention; however, since SAL did not want DOR to see the food she had made, 

she asked DOR not to look back. In SAL’s prohibition statement, she added the 

downtoner 喔 O in Line 3, and the subsequent grounder that 我要給你一個驚喜 ‘I 

want to give you a surprise’ in Line 4. It shows that when SAL asked DOR not to do 

something, SAL was able to realize that what she had requested could be undesired 

and incomprehensible to the hearer. Hence, she lessened the force of the request with 

the downtoner and also made the request more persuasive by giving a justification. 

Likewise, in example (20), during the time when CAI was tidying up the toys, JUN 

was playing with a mirror and was not helping. Since the play time was over, they 

were both obliged to tidy up all of the toys and go back to class. However, as JUN did 

not help to tidy the toys up, CAI aggravated the force of the request with the 

intensifier 趕快 ‘quickly’ (Line 2) and gave the justification 為什麼都是我在收你

有玩耶 ‘why I am the only one tidying up the toys? You also played with them’ (Line 

3). By adding the intensifier and grounder, CAI expressed the urgency and the 

necessity for JUN to comply with his request immediately.  

From these two examples, it was revealed that children are able to employ 
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modifications differently regarding different situations. They are able to consider the 

hearers’ cooperativeness or compliance and then employ appropriate requests to 

attenuate or aggravate the request force. As mentioned previously, there is a higher 

possibility for a grounder to be used as one of the modifications in the case of one 

strategy with multiple modifications. A possible explanation for this is that the 

children were aware that a grounder could be an effective device to use in requests. 

Thus, when they want to obtain the compliance of their hearer, they may tend to add a 

grounder to the modified requests which already included one modification, so that 

the intent of their request could be more explicit and persuasive. 

 Furthermore, it was also observed that the children were inclined to modify their 

requests with more than one modification when they needed the assistance of others, 

such as in ‘PE+DO’ (2) and ‘PE+ UN+DO+GR’ (1). Consider the following 

examples.  

 
(21) 

Context: ZHI and LIN were playing with blocks together. LIN was building a house 

and ZHI was making a horse. 

1. *ZHI: 我拿 <三個的> [= 三角形積木]. 
  I take the triangular one [= triangular block]. 

%act: 拿積木拚積木馬. 
  Taking the block to build her horse. 
2. *LIN: 好了 xxx. 
  OK xxx. 

  →3. *LIN: 幫我做房屋啦. (PE / DO) 
   Help me build the house. 
(22) 

Context: LIN and CAI were building tracks together separately with blocks. When 

LIN had finished her part of the task, CAI asked her to help him build the tracks that 

he was responsible for. 
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1. *LIN: 好了. 
  OK.  
2. *CAI: 還沒啦. 
  Not yet. 
3. *LIN: 你那邊還沒. 
  Your part is not finished. 

  →4. *CAI: 幫我拼一下啦. (PE / UN / DO) 
   Help me to build them a bit. 

→5. *CAI: 我拼很慢啊. (GR) 
   I am building them very slowly. 

  

In example (21), LIN wanted ZHI to assist her in building a house together but 

ZHI was making a horse. In this situation, LIN made the request with the politeness 

expression 幫 ‘help’ to indicate that she could not finish the house alone and with the 

downtoner 啦 La to lessen the force of the request (Line 3). It shows that LIN have 

realized that asking ZHI for help to build her house would interrupt ZHI in making 

her horse, which thus could be costly for the requestee. Added to that, since LIN was 

the one who asked for help, she seemed to be aware that lessening the force of her 

utterance and being polite may be a more proper and effective way to make the 

request. In addition, in example (22), when LIN finished building the tracks that she 

was responsible for, CAI asked her to assist him in building his parts. In this situation, 

CAI used the politeness expression 幫 ‘help’, the understater 一下 ‘a little bit’, the 

downtoner 啦 La, and the grounder 我拼很慢啊 ‘I am building them very slowly’ 

in his request (Lines 4 & 5). It shows that CAI may have known that the favor that he 

asked for was not LIN’s business or responsibility and that LIN was likely to reject 

him, and so it was more proper for him to make his request less forceful and more 

convincing. From the examples (21) and (22), it is suggested that children may be 

aware of their lower status and weaker abilities as being the ones who needed help, 

and be aware of the possibility of intruding on others’ work. Hence, they tended to 
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modify their request by adhering to the requirement for politeness and reducing the 

intrusion on the other interlocutors by attenuating the force of the request so as to get 

help. In such way, they not only indicated their inabilities but also modulated the force 

of their requests, and so showed their deference to the required politeness in the 

immediate interactions (Chen, 2010). 

 In brief, the results show that children are able to utilize a variety of 

modifications in their requests. They are also able to modify their requests with one 

modification or multiple modifications in relation to the hearer and the situation. 

Moreover, the children used mitigating modifiers more frequently than aggravating 

ones in most of the modified requests which shows that they tend to adhere to 

politeness and modulate their requests when making requests of their peers.  
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Discussion 

 

 In Chapter 4, the results revealed that children are able to use different request 

strategies and sometimes add alerters or modifications to accomplish the goals of their 

requests. In this chapter, we will discuss the major findings of our investigation of our 

two research questions about children’s performance of requests, including the 

strategies they employed when making requests and the adjustments they made to the 

requests. 

First, from children’s use of request strategies, we found that children were able 

to use different types of strategies to make requests according to different situations. 

There was a high frequency of direct requests, especially mood derivable, in the 

children’s utterances; and this may be accounted for by the relationship between 

interlocutors and the nature of the activities in which they participated. The children 

in our study were in the same classroom and well-acquainted with each other; and it 

may not be surprising to find that they show a high preference to employ direct 

requests based on Ervin-Tripp’s (1976) notion that the more intimate the people are, 

the higher the potential there is for direct requests to be utilized. 

Another possible explanation is that children are sensitive to the interactive 

context where they and their peers were engaged in an activity together. As observed 

in our data, the children usually played with blocks and built something together. 

When they asked others to give them blocks, they usually used mood derivable. It 

appears that the children are likely to cooperate with each other because they know 

that both they and peers are doing something together. This finding is in accordance 

with some studies (Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990; Chen, 2010, 2013; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 

77 
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1984) that children usually use direct requests when the hearers’ compliance and 

cooperation are possible. 

Also, children’s preferred choice to use direct requests reflect their interpersonal 

relationships with their peers; that is, the children are sensitive to their equal and 

cooperative relationship as peers and partners. It is suggested that effectiveness 

becomes more important in activity-oriented situations, and that children mutually 

know that both the child and the hearer are willing to be cooperative. Hence, in such 

situations, redress may seem unnecessary and direct strategies are not necessarily 

undesirable as noted by some researchers (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Kuo, 2010).  

All in all, children and peers are inclined to issue requests straightforwardly and 

clearly when they are involved in cooperative activity-based interactions, based on 

solidarity and efficiency concerns, so as to be effective in achieving their 

communicative goal. It reveals that children’s requests seem more likely to comply 

with the pragmatic competence of being clear (Lakoff, 1973) and the rule of clarity 

(Grice, 1975) in a cooperative context with peers.  

Moreover, there were occasional instances of the use of non-conventionally 

indirect request, namely, problem indication. As found in the study, the children 

usually used it in immediate contexts where the problem that the hearer and they had 

could be easily noticed (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984). It is accounted for by the fact 

that even though the speaker’s indication of a problem did not contain transparent 

required acts, the hearer could still understand that he/she should act to meet a request 

since the contexts in which the children were involved in were highly cooperative and 

they usually had shared information and joint attention. In accordance with some 

studies (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984; Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990), it is suggested that 

preschool children’s indication of problems can be functioned similarly as direct 

requests in some contexts where the interlocutors can easily recognize the intent and 
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carry out the actions.  

Additionally, consistent with Kuo’s (2010) finding, it was observed that the 

children often used this strategy to attenuate the degree of imposition in the situations 

where rights or responsibilities were being claimed or ascribed. Kuo stated that 

discomfort can be easily caused in such situations because claiming rights or ascribing 

responsibilities can reinforce the legitimacy of the requested act, which then implies 

the non-negotiable nature of the request and the necessity of immediate attention and 

compliance. Thus, children are inclined to lessen the force of the request so as to 

attenuate the imposition on the hearers by using non-conventionally indirect requests. 

Our findings also revealed that children adhered to politeness by using 

non-conventionally indirect requests in right-claiming or responsibilities-claiming 

situations; the speakers left the hearers to recognize the intended actions that they 

anticipated that the hearer would carry out and to respond to the request accordingly. 

This concurs with Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness argument that the more 

indirect, the more polite. While it is seemingly the least forceful strategy to be used by 

the children in the situations in our study, it also reveals the value that the children 

place on their relationship with peers and shows their attempts to avoid discomfort 

and conflict. 

With respect to the infrequently used strategies, only one suggestory formula and 

one query preparatory found, which we assume that it may be due to children’s 

language development or to the type of data that we used. No use of a suggestory 

formula was found in Kuo’s (2010) study with participants aged six to ten, but there 

was high frequency of the use of query preparatory. Compared with Kuo’s study, it 

may indicate that the syntactic structures of query preparatory and suggestory formula 

are more complex, so children at an early age seem less able to produce those 

strategies to convey their requests. It also corresponds to the finding in the study of 
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Chen (2010) that interrogatives were infrequently used by children. To put the 

findings together, the children may not have been able to associate those two 

strategies with the illocutionary act of request even though they are able to produce 

them, or the instances may be seen as accidental or be less frequently used ones, as 

suggested by Chen (2010). 

Moreover, the method used in the collection of the data could be another factor. 

There was a high frequency of query preparatory in Kuo’s (2010) study, but a low 

frequency in ours. Unlike our data, which is naturalistic, Kuo used designed settings 

to elicit children’s requests, and it can be speculated that the elicited requests in her 

study may not be sufficiently authentic to represent actual usage. In addition, Kuo’s 

designed scenarios included five hearers with different relative powers while our 

study included only peers. Therefore, the differences in the ways of data collection 

and in the status of the interlocutors may have result in the differences in our findings.  

Alternatively, the scarcity of examples of the use of these strategies might be due 

to the children’s cognitive development because the use of indirect strategies requires 

more cognitive knowledge (Ervin-Tripp, 1977). Since children at this age are likely to 

view things mainly from their own perspectives and speak about themselves (Piaget, 

1932), they may have difficulties knowing whether their hearers could or would carry 

out the requested acts, and such situation may thus result in the infrequency of the use 

of these two types of conventionally indirect requests.  

Next, in regard to the children’s use of alerters and modifications to adjust their 

requests, it was observed that, although the children preferred to convey requests 

directly and explicitly, they also used some linguistic devices to adjust their requests 

in order to make them more effective and less forceful. The children in this study 

demonstrated their deference to politeness and consideration for social and situational 

variables by using alerters and modifications in the realization of their requests. This 
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finding is in line with previous research (Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990; Gordon & 

Ervin-Tripp, 1984; Chen, 2010) that children at ages of three to five are able to utilize 

linguistic politeness properly in regard to social and contextual factors.  

In terms of the children’s use of alerters, Gordon & Ervin-Tripp (1984) pointed 

out that children around the ages of four or five years old can assess the hearers’ 

attention focus. As evidenced in the present study, the children usually utilized 

alerters to get attention from the hearers before issuing requests when they noticed 

that the hearers did not have joint attention with them. Our findings showed that 

children did not use alerters most of the time, which was possibly a result of their 

regular joint involvement in interactions. Since the children were very familiar with 

each other and knew that they were generally engaged in collaborative activities, they 

may have not been inclined to use alerters. However, if they needed to get attention 

from their hearer, they used more vocative than name. This echoes the finding of 

Ervin-Tripp et al. (1990) that children of about the age of five could use vocative as 

an effective way to get attention before making a request. Further, an examination of 

children’s use of alerters can reveal their enactment of politeness and their sensitivity 

to social status in relationships (Ho, 2007; Chen, 2010; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984). 

For example, when children use the address term Mama “mother” in a request, they 

indicate their socially lower status as a child as well as their conformity to the 

requirement of politeness, so the force of the request is toned down. In our study, only 

the use of name and vocative as alterers were observed. Other types of alerters in 

children’s request production, such as title/role, apology, and greeting, were not found. 

The use of only a few types of alerters and a high frequency of no use of alerter in our 

data may be accounted for by the fact that our data included only peer interactions. 

Consistent with Ho’s (2007) study, when children are social equals and are familiar 

with each other, there is a high frequency of no alerter and intimate alerter (i.e., name 
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and vocative). It suggests that children are able to be aware that they and their peers 

are in a close and equal relationship, so it may not be inappropriate to utter requests 

without the use of polite alerters, such as title/role and apology. Even though no polite 

alerters were found to be used in the children’s requests in our study, based on Chen’s 

(2010) study that children at the early age of three are able to use social deixis to 

convey interactional meanings and enact politeness, we may still assume the 

possibility that the children in our study have an awareness of politeness and of 

interpersonal relationships. 

As for the use of modifications, the children used more internal modifications 

than external modifications, and used more mitigating modifiers than aggravating 

modifiers. The most frequently used modifiers were downtoner, grounder, intensifier, 

appealer, politeness expression, and understater, while threat was the least used one. 

In addition, the most common use of a modified strategy was of a strategy with one 

modification, but there were some cases of the use of a strategy with two to four 

modifications. The use of requests with two to four modifications was only observed 

in the use of the mood derivable strategy. It is possible that the high frequency of the 

modification of mood derivable may be caused by its prevalent use and great force. In 

general, the findings conform to those of some studies that children at an early age 

can utilize linguistic tactics properly by considering different variables (Ervin-Tripp et 

al., 1990; Chen, 2010; Kuo, 2010; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984).  

According to Ervin-Tripp et al. (1990) and Gordon & Ervin-Tripp (1984), 

children by the age of five can attend to a wide range of social and situational 

variables (e.g., social status or relationship, rights, and costs), and can coordinate a 

response to them with the use of various strategies and tactics, such as utilizing 

politeness as a persuasive tactic so as to mitigate the requests and attain compliance in 

an effective way. It was observed in our study that the children demonstrated their 
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politeness to the requestee and their consideration for the situation when making a 

request. For instance, when the children were not confident of compliance or 

cooperativeness, they usually used a downtoner to indicate their tentativeness and the 

possibility of negotiation; or, when they were aware that their requests were intrusive 

and seemingly undesirable to the hearer, they tended to use a grounder, appealer, 

politeness expression, or understater to lessen the force and make the request more 

persuasive. At the same time, the children’s use of two to four modifications in 

requests also manifests their concerns about interpersonal factors and intrusiveness. 

As observed in the data, when children asked for a favor from their hearer, they 

usually used the politeness expression bang ‘to help’ together with other mitigating 

modifiers. The children seemed to realize that their requests were intrusive because 

the hearer’s ongoing work could be interrupted; moreover, that they were the ones 

that needed help also indicated a weaker ability and relatively lower status. Therefore, 

the children made their requests much less impositive and more persuasive through 

the maximization of politeness. The results show that children know the requirement 

of politeness in such situations where requests can be seen as costly and undesirable 

to the hearer.  

Added to that, there were also some cases were children used aggravating 

modifiers, namely, intensifier and threat. According to Ervin-Tripp et al. (1990), 

children at later childhood may know that politeness cannot guarantee compliance and 

that signifying urgency can be more effective. It is evidenced in our findings that 

children usually used intensifiers to direct their hearer’s attention to their ongoing 

work and to convey a sense of urgency that the request should be attended to 

immediately when their partner was distracted and did not participate in their joint 

activities. As for the cases of threat, which was used least-frequently in our study, we 

assume that that may have occurred due to the individual difference because the usage 
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all came from one child when someone did something undesirable to her. 

By and large, children display their social competence with the use of the more 

commonly used polite devices of mitigating modifiers in contexts where requests are 

intrusive or costly so as to maintain relationships with others. It shows children’s 

conformity to Brown & Levinson's (1987) idea that “social tactics to maintain 

relationship should increase with the cost or intrusiveness of acts (Ervin-Tripp et al., 

1990, p. 328)”. In the words of Kuo (2010), although Chinese children’s core requests 

tend to be direct and explicit, they may be indirect and elaborate in the construction; 

that is, children can use other tactful devices to modify their requests, which is also 

true in our cases. Even though children tend to employ direct requests in the contexts 

where cooperativeness is highly possible and efficiency is primary, children can also 

adjust their requests according to different factors. Children demonstrate their 

pragmatic and sociolinguistic competence in their adjustments of requests and so 

show that they are able to utilize linguistic elements and strategic devices 

appropriately according to social, situational, and interpersonal factors. 

In fact, although our findings correspond with those of previous studies in some 

aspects, such as children’s preferred requests, the awareness of politeness, and the 

influences of social and situational variables, some different results were found when 

compared with the previous research of parent-child interactions (Ervin-Tripp et al., 

1990; Chen, 2010). Comparing the findings with the studies of Ervin-Tripp et al. 

(1990) and Chen (2010) and with those in this study, they found a high frequency of 

the use of want statements, less polite forms, and less justifications in the 

mother-child interactions, whereas less infrequent use of want statements and a more 

frequent use of polite modifiers and justifications were observed in this study of 

child-peer interactions. A possible reason is that children are able to differentiate 

between the people from whom they can expect to obtain compliance easily and those 
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they cannot. That is, children are aware of their parents’ roles as providers and 

caretakers and of their own roles as their children. Therefore, children tend not to 

utilize polite mitigating and persuasive tactics when making requests to their parents; 

instead, they prefer to state their needs directly because they know that their parents 

are highly likely to satisfy them. 

Also, it should be noted that the infrequent use of justifications in previous 

studies (Ervin-Tripp et al., 1990; Chen, 2010) could be due to child developmental 

factors. As stated by Gordon and Ervin-Tripp (1984), children typically do not justify 

their requests at the age of two to three, but the use of persuasive adjuncts appears by 

the age of four. Gordon and Ervin-Tripp suggested that children’s recognition of 

reasoning, sensitiveness of contexts and social skills will become more competent as 

they grow older. It is possible that Gordon and Ervin-Tripp’s suggestion can account 

for the different findings for the use of justifications between our study and previous 

research because the children who produced only a limited number of justifications in 

Ervin-Tripp et al.’s (1990) and Chen’s (2010) studies were aged two to three whereas 

the children who produced more justifications in this study were aged five.  

Furthermore, the differences in our results from those of the previous 

parent-child research reveal some distinct nature of child-peer interactions. In 

accordance with Piaget’s (1932) and Sullivan’s (1953) proposal that interacting with 

peers can help children develop the concept of mutuality and social and interactional 

competence, the children in this study displayed their concepts of equality and 

reciprocity and of their value of interpersonal relationship with peers. For example, 

the prevalent use of the non-redressed mood derivable in peer interactions by the 

children, unlike the common use of the want statement used to indicate the lower 

status as the child in parent-child interactions, reveals their understanding of 

symmetrical and equal relationships with peers. 
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Moreover, the children were likely to modify their requests with polite linguistic 

elements and justifications in the situations where their requests could be intrusive or 

undesired by their peers, which finding has been found comparatively infrequently in 

the previous studies of parent-child interactions. It appears that children are more 

tentative in negotiation with peers (Piaget, 1932) and are concerned about their 

relationships with their peers. For instance, children tended to use downtoners and 

appealers to indicate their tentativeness and openness for further negotiation with 

peers; also, they tended to use grounders to justify their requests when the requests 

may be undesirable to peers and thus may easily cause conflicts (e.g., noncompliance). 

The results echo Piaget’s (1932) claim that children are more inclined to negotiate 

with each other in a symmetrical relation with peers. Children may know that they 

need to put more effort to keep their relationships and to continue their 

communications with their peers as it is more likely that peers may break 

relationships, unlike close family members who usually comply with children’s 

requests (Dunn, 1996; Wood and Gardner, 1980). Children have more opportunities to 

examine different viewpoints by interacting and negotiating with peers, which thus 

can help them to develop an ability to take perspectives and become socially 

competent.  

 Moreover, in keeping with the findings of previous studies (Jong, 2012; Yeh 

2013) that nursery school children tend to maintain and establish friendships with 

peers, the use of various polite mitigating modifiers in this study reflects children’s 

concerns and value of friendship with peers. The children were observed to display 

their conformance to the tact maxim (Leech, 1983) and the pragmatic competence of 

“be polite” (Lakoff, 1973). Even though the children were oriented to directness and 

effectiveness when making requests to peers, they also took friendship into 

consideration and lessened the imposition by minimizing cost, giving options, and 
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being friendly, which is in line with Lakoff’s (1973) notion that “it is considered more 

important in a conversation to avoid offense than to achieve clarity” (p. 289). It is 

revealed that children’s enactment of politeness can be motivated by the need to 

facilitate communications so that they proceed smoothly, to avoid conflicts, and to 

keep good social relationships (Lakoff, 1973; Leech, 1983; Brown & Levinson, 1987). 

Overall, the results manifest some distinct features in child-peer interactions and may 

contribute to a better understanding of how interpersonal relationships and situational 

factors have an effect on children’s performance of requests in peer talk. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

6.1 Summary 

The present study investigated the ways how Mandarin-speaking preschool 

children requested their peers and how they varied their requests. The framework of 

Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) was adopted to analyze the children’s performance of 

requests, and there were three components of requests were examined, that is, the 

head act, alerter, and modification. The results found in answers to the research 

questions about the strategies children use to make requests to their peers and how 

children adjust their requests with alerters and modifications suggest that their diverse 

use of request strategies and their modification of requests in terms of social or 

situational factors reflect their pragmatic competence and skills.  

The children utilized five strategies in the realizations of the head act, including 

two direct strategies of mood derivable and want statement; two conventionally 

indirect strategies of suggestory formula and query preparatory; and one 

non-conventionally indirect strategy of problem indication. The children employed 

direct request strategies most frequently among all of the strategies, especially mood 

derivable, which shows that the requests that the children made to their peers tended 

to be direct, clear, and effectiveness-oriented. It reveals that children are able to 

recognize the interlocutor’s cooperativeness in an immediate context and employ 

effective direct requests when the compliance is highly possible (Ervin-Tripp et al., 

1990; Chen, 2010, 2013; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984). Moreover, the high frequency 

of the use of mood derivable demonstrates that children are aware of an equal 

relationship with their peers. Briefly, children know that they and their peers are in a 

88 
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collaborative and symmetrical relationship, that peers are likely to cooperate with 

each other, and that thus it may be appropriate and effective to convey a request 

directly and explicitly. 

On the other hand, the children also tended to adjust their requests with alerters 

or modifications according to the situation. The children’s employment of alerters and 

various modifiers in requests shows their awareness of politeness and situational 

factors and their concerns about interpersonal relationships are also disclosed. The 

findings on the use of alerters are in accordance with Gordon & Ervin-Tripp’s (1984) 

suggestion that children at the age of five are able to assess the hearer’s attention 

focus. It was observed in our data that the children often tended to direct their 

attention through calling out names or producing vocatives when they noticed that the 

attention of their peers was somewhere else. By the use of these two intimate alerters, 

children not only alerted the hearers’ attention, but also displayed their close 

relationships with their peers.  

In addition, in the case of modifications, internal modifications and external 

modifications were used, and each type of modification included mitigating modifiers 

and aggravating modifiers. It was observed that the children used more mitigating 

modifiers (i.e., downtoner, grounder, appealer, politeness expression, and understater) 

than aggravating modifiers (i.e., intensifier and threat). The children usually 

modulated the force of a request when they knew that their requests were less likely to 

obtain compliance or were seen as intrusive or undesirable by the hearers. Also, in 

some cases, the children would aggravate the force of a request. For instance, they 

would add an intensifier to their request to signal urgency and the need for 

compliance when a peer did not attend to their joint activity. In general, while 

children tend not to use polite devices in parent-child interactions, the frequent use of 

polite mitigating modifiers in peer interactions implies that children are more inclined 
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to keep harmony in socially interpersonal relationships and avoid conflicts with peers, 

showing their value of friendship. 

To conclude, examining children’s requests in peer talk provides ways to 

understand children’s pragmatic and sociolinguistic competence in how they utilize 

speech effectively to achieve communicative goals and how they perform 

communicative skills appropriately to maintain friendships with their peers. Although 

the children in this study did not seem mature enough to utilize more sophisticated 

strategies, it is expected that their social interactional skills and communicative 

competence will improve as they grow older. 

 

6.2 Limitations and Suggestions 

Despite all the findings, there are some limitations in the present study. First, the 

amount of data in this study is limited as our data only consisted of the utterances of 

seven children with a total length of 256 minutes. It would be better to include more 

data and a longer observation time so that the findings may be more representative. In 

addition, the study only examined the requests made by five-year-old children. 

Longitudinal or cross-sectional data is needed so that a more complete picture of 

children’s requests can be achieved. Moreover, only the speakers’ requests were 

examined, and the hearers’ responses were not included. Therefore, we can better 

understand how the speakers re-frame requests and how the hearers respond back and 

forth if further research can explore requests with responses at the same time. 

Furthermore, the type of activity that the children were engaged in was mainly limited 

to a cooperative activity. It would be desirable to include more different types of 

activities in a study, so we may see the effect of activities on the strategies that 

children use to make a request. Further, while our study of children’s use of requests 

in peer talk may reflect the natures of peer interactions, we tried to compare their 
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performance with the results from previous studies of parent-child interactions so as 

to see how children vary requests in different relationships. It is believed that the 

comparison would be more reliable and consistent if the participants were the same 

children in both types of interaction. Finally, this study did not explore gender 

differences. However, as previous studies have revealed, gender has an effect on 

children’s requests. Therefore, it may be essential to explore the gender factor to gain 

more insight into children’s performance of requests in terms of sociolinguistic 

perspectives. 
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Appendix A 

Transcription conventions 

(Adopted from MacWhinney, Brain. (2000). The CHILDES project: Tools for 

analyzing talk. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.) 

 

. period 

? question 

+… trailing off 

: lengthening 

xxx unintelligible speech, not treated as a word 

[/] retracing without correction 

[//] retracing with correction 

[% text] comments on main line 

[=! text] paralinguistics, prosodics 

[= text] explanation 

<> portion of utterances been overlapped 

[>]  overlap follows  

[<] overlap precedes 

0 [=! action] action without speech 

(.) pause 

@u phonological word 

%act action performed while speaking 

%sit situational description 

%exp explanation 
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